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Description of the Proposed Road Development

Introduction
This chapter provides a description of the proposed Foynes to Limerick Road
(including Adare Bypass) referred to hereafter as the ‘proposed road development’. It
provides details of engineering features, land requirements and construction and
operational requirements. While it is expected that the proposed road development
will be constructed under a Design & Build Contract pursuant to which the Contractor
will further develop and adapt the design, the design of the proposed road development
has been developed to the point where all of the potential environmental impacts can
be identified and assessed. Where mitigation measures have been identified in this
EIAR, it will be a contractual requirement that the appointed Contractor implement
those.

4.1.1

Outline Description of the Proposed Road Development
As previously described in Chapters 1 and 2, it is proposed to improve the access from
the national road network and Limerick City to Shannon-Foynes Port, a designated
Tier 1 Port of national significance, under the National Ports Policy. The ShannonFoynes Port is located on the southern bank of the Shannon, approximately 36km to
the west of Limerick City. The existing access to the Shannon-Foynes Port is along
the N69 road, which crosses through west County Limerick and runs approximately
parallel to the south bank of the Shannon Estuary. The existing N69 route passes
through a ‘necklace’ of numerous small village communities between the western
fringe of Limerick City and the village of Foynes.
The proposed road development will also provide a bypass of Adare village, which will
relieve the high volume of traffic that currently travels through this heritage town on a
daily basis. The proposed road development will remove the significant congestion
which is currently experienced along the N21 on approach to and through Adare village
via a new offline motorway bypass of the village.
The location of the proposed road development is a predominantly rural area of central
County Limerick and passes close to a number of settlements, including Foynes,
Askeaton, Rathkeale, Croagh, Adare and Patrickswell, as shown in Plate 4.1, below.
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Croagh

Plate 4.1

Location of the Proposed Road Development in County Limerick (in red)
(Source: Google Earth)

The study area for the proposed road development contains numerous sensitive
heritage and ecological features which greatly constrain the opportunities for
development of a new road, as was described in Chapter 3 of this EIAR, dealing with
the alternatives considered. The route for the proposed road development has been
carefully selected to avoid all of the major constraints and it passes to the south of the
protected ecological sites at Curraghchase Woods Special Area of Conservation
(SAC) and the Askeaton Fen Complex SAC. The proposed road development crosses
agricultural lands and has been designed to minimise severance of farm-holdings as
much as possible. Connectivity to Shannon-Foynes Port is combined with an improved
route towards Kerry, that replaces the N69 and N21 routes.
Sections of the Proposed Road Development
The extent of the proposed road development can be divided into four Sections, A to
D, running from west to east, as shown in Table 4.1 and Plate 4.2, below.

B

D

A

C
Croagh

Plate 4.2
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Section A of the proposed road development commences south of the village of
Foynes in the townlands of Corgrig and Ardaneer on the N69 National Secondary Road
(Limerick to Tralee). From here, it extends south and eastwards for 6.3km towards the
town of Askeaton. A terminal service area for heavy goods vehicles (HGVs) will be
provided at the western end of this section of the proposed road development,
immediately beside the entrance to Shannon-Foynes Port. This facility will enable
drivers of HGVs to take a rest and avail of shower and toilet services at the beginning
or end of their journey on the road network.
At the townland of Ballyclogh, a roundabout junction will be provided where there will
be two branch sections that diverge as follows:
•

Section B: An eastward branch will extend from the Ballyclogh junction for
1.9km, to connect with the existing N69 route at the western edge of the town of
Askeaton.

•

Section C: The main route will head south-east towards the town of Rathkeale
for 9.3km, where it will join with the existing N21 (Limerick to Tralee) road on the
northern outskirts of the town.

In combination, Sections A and C of dual carriageway road from Foynes to Rathkeale
will be 15.6km long.
Section D: Extending eastward from the Rathkeale Junction, there will be a new
motorway section of the M21, over a length of 14.0km from Rathkeale to Monearla
east of Adare, where it will join the existing N21 high-quality Single Carriageway. From
Monearla to Attyflin, the existing N21 Single Carriageway section of the road will be
upgraded to motorway for a distance of 1.5km and the existing 2km section of dual
carriageway will be reclassified to motorway. At Attyflin, the proposed M21 will link
with the existing M20 Motorway and onward connection to Limerick City. The overall
length of Section D of the proposed road development is 17km.
When combined, the length of the proposed road development from Foynes to the M20
at Attyflin along the above Sections A, C and D will be a total length of 33.1km
(excluding the 0.6km long connection to the existing N21 west of the Rathkeale
Junction). Addition of Section B for the link to Askeaton brings the total length of
proposed road development to 35.0km.
Table 4.1

Summary of Proposed Road Development in Sections

Section

Description

Length
(km)

A

Foynes to Ballyclogh

6.3

B

Ballyclogh to Askeaton

1.9

C

Ballyclogh to Rathkeale

9.3

D

Rathkeale to Attyflin
Widen N21 Single to Motorway
Upgrade N21 Dual to Motorway

14.0
1.5
2.0
17.5

TOTAL
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Road Types for Sections
The levels of traffic vary considerably along the route of the proposed road
development, and the selection of the appropriate road type is determined on this
basis.
Road Type for Sections A & C: Foynes to Rathkeale
The proposed road development from Shannon-Foynes Port to Rathkeale (Sections A
and C, above), will consist of a Type 2 Dual Carriageway. This type of road has two
traffic lanes in each direction separated by a narrow central reservation (median) with
a vehicle restraint barrier. There will be 0.5m wide hard strips on the outer edges of
the carriageway, but no hard shoulders. This kind of narrow dual carriageway is
provided elsewhere in the southwest region on the N21 Castleisland Bypass and on
the Tralee Ring Road. As described in Chapter 5, the TEN-T Core Route linking to
Shannon-Foynes Port is forecast to carry an unusually high proportion of HGV traffic,
which can result in convoys or groups of trucks travelling together, which can impede
overtaking opportunities on single carriageway roads and present safety concerns for
road users. For this and other reasons, including strategic policy objectives to ensure
unimpeded access to the nationally significant Tier 1 Shannon-Foynes Port into the
future, it is proposed to provide a dual carriageway along this section of the proposed
road development to Foynes, to ensure optimal traffic safety. The higher capacity of
a dual carriageway will also cater for the long-term objective for major growth of
Shannon-Foynes Port as one of only three Tier 1 Ports in the state. This road type
requires approximately 4m greater width compared to a single carriageway.
Road Type for Section B: Ballyclogh to Askeaton
Section B, connecting Ballyclogh to Askeaton, is not on the main access route to
Shannon-Foynes Port and will carry much lower numbers of HGVs. This section will
consist of a Type 1 Single Carriageway with two traffic lanes and hard shoulders,
similar to the existing N69 Askeaton Bypass.
Protected Road
It is proposed that Sections A, B and C of the proposed road development will
constitute a ‘protected road’, in accordance with the Roads Acts, and this designation
will ensure that there is no direct access to the proposed road development other than
at controlled junctions and, thus, meet the requirements of the EU TEN-T Regulation
for an ‘Express Road’, as described previously in Chapter 2.
The protected road designation will prohibit direct access onto the road other than at
controlled junctions. There will be no direct access permitted from the proposed road
development to the adjoining lands. As provided for in the Roads Acts, and for
operational safety reasons, legal restrictions will be imposed on pedestrians, pedalcycles, vehicles without pneumatic tyres and animals, who will not be permitted to
travel along the protected road, and this is provided for in the Statutory Orders that
accompany this EIAR. It is not expected that slow agricultural traffic will wish to avail
of the proposed road development, which will be fully segregated from the local and
regional road network with a small number of widely spaced, strategically located
junctions. For pedestrians and cyclists, there are more suitable and convenient
alternative routes available along the existing local road network, which will be
promoted by the Local Authority as part of a general directional route strategy for these
road users. This strategy for alternative routes is described in Section 4.8.
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Rathkeale Junction
As shown in Plate 4.3, a roundabout junction will be provided at Rathkeale where the
new road from Ballyclogh (Section C) will connect with the proposed M21 Motorway
section (Section D), just to the north of the existing N21 Rathkeale Bypass.

Section C

Existing
R-518

Existing
Rathkeale
Junction

Plate 4.3

Section D

Rathkeale Junction Connecting Sections C and D of the Proposed Road
Development

This is the appropriate form of junction control at the western terminal of the proposed
M21 Motorway, in accordance with the relevant design standard.
This new roundabout junction will be located 700m to the east of the existing gradeseparated junction, where the N21 crosses over the R518 Rathkeale to Askeaton
Road. The proposed roundabout will be located 150m north of the existing N21
Rathkeale Bypass and will be connected to the existing N21 by a short link road and
another roundabout on the existing N21. The new junction will also be located 150m
west of the L-1203 Rathkeale to Pallaskenry Road, adjacent to the cemetery. This
local road currently passes underneath the N21, which is bridged over it. There will
also be 0.6km of new single carriageway road to connect to the existing N21 at the
R518 Askeaton Road Bridge to the west of the proposed new roundabout.
The existing N21 Rathkeale Bypass will be retained as a connector road for regional
and local traffic and will be modified over a length of 200m at the western end of the
proposed road development, to connect to the R518 Regional Road at the existing
roundabout at the southern side of the existing grade-separated junction in Rathkeale.
Traffic movements at the existing N21 Rathkeale junction (Holy Cross) will be adjusted
from the current arrangement, with three of the four connections to be relocated
eastward to the new M21 terminal roundabout. One existing direct connection will be
retained from the N21 Eastbound to the R518 at the existing bridge as a left-in only
movement from the N21.
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Section D: Rathkeale to Attyflin
Section D of the proposed road development is shown on Plate 4.4.

Croagh
Junction
Rathkeale
Junction

Attyflin
Junction

Adare
Junction

Plate 4.4

Section D of the Proposed Road Development from Rathkeale to Attyflin
(Source: Google Earth)

From the new junction at Rathkeale, the proposed motorway will follow just to the north
of the existing N21 for approximately 1.5km to the townland of Blossomhill. From
there, the proposed road development will diverge from the existing N21 and then
extend north-eastward to bypass the village of Croagh to the north. At Croagh, a
grade-separated Junction is proposed on the eastern side of the village, with a link
road connecting for 0.5km southward to the existing N21.
The proposed road development continues northeast of Croagh through the townlands
of Graigue, Clonshire More and Gortnagrour, crossing the Foynes-Limerick Railway
Line and the Greanagh River, to the northwest of Adare. From here, the road heads
eastward, crossing over the Blackabbey Road (L-1422), under the realigned Station
Road (L-1423), bridging over the River Maigue and then over the Foynes-Limerick
Railway Line again.
Northeast of the village of Adare, a grade-separated junction will be provided to allow
for access to Adare. From here, the road continues eastward to merge with the
existing N21 and join the M20 at Attyflin Junction (M20 Junction 5), as shown in Plate
4.4, above.
Upgrade of the Existing N21 between Patrickswell and Adare
The proposed road development will overlap with the existing N21 road between
Monearla, 2km east of Adare, and Attyflin, over a length of 3.5km. Of this, there is a
length of 1.5km of single carriageway road that will require widening by 2m on each
side to dual carriageway motorway standard. The eastern 2km length is existing dual
carriageway that requires no works and will be re-designated as motorway to tie-in with
the existing M20 motorway that terminates at the bridge within the Attyflin gradeseparated junction.
There is an existing 3-span over-bridge at Monearla (L-1427), that is not quite wide
enough for the full cross-section of the proposed motorway, and it will be necessary to
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narrow the hard shoulders at the bridge, which is similar to the existing arrangement
further east on the M7 Nenagh Bypass, which was likewise upgraded to a motorway.
Future M20 Cork to Limerick Motorway
At the time of the preparation of this EIAR, there is no statutory approval in place for
the proposed M20 Motorway between Cork and Limerick. However, it is expected that
a new application for approval will be submitted to the Competent Authority at some
stage and, therefore, the proposed road development must take into account the
potential for interaction between the two projects in the vicinity of the existing N20 /
N21 junction at Attyflin.
In 2008, a study was commissioned by Cork County Council to identify a preferred
route corridor for an upgraded road between Cork and Limerick, and proposals for the
M20 Cork Limerick Motorway Scheme were lodged with An Bord Pleanála in 2010.
The 2010 scheme included a proposed motorway between the existing N20 at Blarney,
Cork and the existing N21 west of Attyflin, Limerick. The M20 Cork Limerick Motorway
Scheme was withdrawn from An Bord Pleanála in 2011, due to the economic downturn.
An improved transport network between Cork and Limerick has been identified in the
2018 – 2027 National Development Plan (NDP) as a major enabler for balanced
regional development. Since the identification and appraisal of the preferred route for
the M20 Cork Limerick Motorway Scheme in 2010, assessment methods for
environmental and economic impacts have been updated and these may affect the
suitability of any previously selected corridors.
In May 2019, Limerick City and County Council (LCCC) appointed Technical Advisors
to progress the planning and design for the N / M20 Cork to Limerick Road
Improvement Scheme. The Technical Advisors have been commissioned to deliver
the planning and development of the scheme encompassing Concept and Feasibility,
Options Selection, Design & Environmental Evaluation and Statutory Processes.
In the original M20 proposal, it was proposed that the M20 was to connect with the
N21 at a new junction about 1.5km west of Attyflin, from where it would generally follow
the corridor of a former railway line southward towards the existing Croom Bypass.
This proposed junction location may be retained in the new M20 Project, although the
details of the layout cannot be fully anticipated at this time. Nevertheless, the proposed
M21 Adare Junction has been sited just far enough to the west to enable separation of
2km from the proposed M20 Junction, in accordance with the relevant design standard
and so as not to constrain options for the future M20 / M21 Junction.
4.1.3

Summary of the Proposed Road Development
The proposed road development can be summarised under the main elemental
headings as follows:
Roads
•

15.6km of Type 2 Dual Carriageway Protected Road, extending from Foynes to
Rathkeale, with an intermediate roundabout junction at Ballyclogh, 6.3km east
of Foynes, and 9.3 km north of Rathkeale;

•

1.9km of Single Carriageway Road from Ballyclogh towards Askeaton;

•

17.5km of Dual Carriageway M21 Motorway, of which 15.5km is new
construction or widening of the existing road, from Rathkeale to Attyflin; and
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0.6km of Single Carriageway Road connecting the existing N21 to the proposed
M21 and Foynes to Rathkeale Protected Road at a roundabout junction at
Rathkeale.

Junctions
•

2 grade-separated junctions at Adare and Croagh, including structures, link
roads and roundabouts (six in total);

•

5 at-grade roundabout type junctions, providing access points at Foynes,
Ballyclogh, Askeaton, and two at Rathkeale.

Structures
•

3 railway bridges;

•

In excess of 200m long clear-span bridge over the River Maigue at Adare

•

4 other large river bridges (over Robertstown, Deel and Greanagh twice);

•

18 river / stream bridges (including Ahacronane and Clonshire);

•

16 overbridges / underbridges;

•

22 underpasses; and

•

1 retaining wall.

Other Works
•

Drainage system in accordance with sustainable drainage design principles and
guidance;

•

The treatment of surface water run-off prior to outfall discharge, spill containment
measures and attenuation treatment facilities;

•

Alterations to high voltage 220kV and 110kV electricity lines;

•

Diversion of existing services and utilities including overhead and underground
electricity lines, transmission gas mains, watermains and communication cables;

•

Earthworks including excavation of approximately 3 million m3 of soil and rock
with processing into suitable construction material, and limited excavation and
deposition of soft material within the site in landscaping works;

•

Importation of a large volume of approximately 1 million m3 of earthworks
materials will be required as due to the flat and low-lying topography with a high
groundwater level - the proposed road development cannot achieve an
earthworks balance within the lands to be acquired;

•

Construction of farm access tracks with accommodation works ancillary to the
proposed road development;

•

Provision of landscape planting, signage, lighting and other works ancillary to the
construction and operation of the proposed road development;

•

A terminal service area for HGVs near Shannon-Foynes Port;

•

Accommodation of the Great Southern Trail Greenway (GST) walking and
cycling route on the former railway line, where crossed north of Rathkeale; and

•

The acquisition of 9 dwelling houses (of which 2 are currently uninhabitable) and
1 ruin for the construction of the proposed road development.
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Design Standards
The proposed road development has been designed in accordance with the TII Road
Design Standards, the TII Environmental Assessment and Construction Guidelines
(available on the TII Publications website (http://www.tiipublications.ie/)) and other best
practice guidelines. The most relevant geometric design standards are:

4.3

DN-GEO-03031

Rural Road Link Design (for alignment)

DN-GEO-03036

Cross Sections and Headroom

DN-GEO-03060

Geometric Design of Junctions (priority junctions, direct accesses,
roundabouts, grade-separated and compact grade-separated
junctions)

Proposed Road Development Cross-Section
This proposed road development will form part of the Core Road Network, as defined
under Regulation (EU) No 1315/2013 (the TEN-T Regulation). The TEN-T Regulation
require that all roads that form part of the European and national strategic road
network, as a minimum, be a ‘high quality road’, as defined below.
The TEN-T Regulation sets out the requirements for high quality roads that shall form
part of the TEN-T Network, incorporating two networks, a Core Network and a
Comprehensive Network.
For this proposed road development, which is part of the Core Road Network in Ireland,
the road types that can be considered are either a Motorway or Express Road, unless
a derogation is sought and approved in suitable circumstances for a "conventional
strategic road". Based on the scale of the traffic flows, it is proposed that the section
of the proposed road development from Attyflin to Rathkeale bypassing Adare will be
a Motorway.
The section from Foynes to Rathkeale will be an Express Road. In accordance with
Section 9 of TII Standard DN-GEO-03031, Express Roads shall be a Type 1 Single or
Type 1 / Type 2 Dual Carriageway. As described in Chapter 3 (refer to Section 3.3.1),
for strategic reasons, a Type 2 Dual Carriageway is proposed for the TEN-T Core
Route from Rathkeale to Shannon-Foynes Port. The projected traffic volumes with an
unusually high proportion of HGVs on the link route to the port are described in Chapter
5 in relation to traffic capacity requirements, which highlights the need for a Type 2
Dual Carriageway to achieve the desired traffic safety and performance.
Table 4.2, below, indicates the carriageway, verge and hard shoulder width
appropriate for each road class that has been incorporated into the design of the
proposed road development. The cross-section for each classification of road is in
accordance with TII Standard DN-GEO-03036 and, in general, the proposed width of
a realigned local road will reflect the existing road width. However, where an existing
road is less than 4m, a minimum cross-section of 4m carriageway with 1m verges has
been applied.
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Standard Road Cross-Section Dimensions

Road Type

Road Class

Central
Reserve

Carriageway
Width

Hard
Shoulder
Width

Hard Strip

Verge
Width

Motorway

Motorway

2.6m

7.0 x 2

2.5m

1.0m

2.0m

Type 2 Dual
Carriageway

Protected
Road

1.5m

7.0m x 2

n/a

0.5m

3.0m

Type 1
Single
Carriageway

Protected
Road /
National
Road

n/a

7.3m

2.5m

n/a

3.0m

Type 2
Single
Carriageway

National
Secondary
and Regional
Roads

n/a

7.0m

n/a

0.5m

3.0m

Type 3
Single
Carriageway

Regional
Roads and
Primary
Local Roads

n/a

6.0m

n/a

0.5m

3.0m

Other Single
Carriageway

Secondary &
Tertiary
Local Roads

n/a

4.0 – 6.0m

n/a

n/a

1.0 – 2.5m

The cross-sections of the proposed road development are shown in Volume 3, Figures
4.25 to 4.49.
The design of the proposed road development has been developed on the basis of
providing a working space requirement of either 5m or 8m between the earthworks and
the boundary fence line for the proposed main road and junctions, depending on
whether road drains are required. A standard clear space of 3 to 5m has also been
adopted for other road developments. The overall land acquisition is increased further
at other locations to allow for parallel access roads for farms, dwellings, drainage
ponds, etc.

4.4

Design Parameters for the Mainline of the Proposed Road Development
Based on the relevant design standard requirements, the Design Parameters for the
mainline of the proposed road development are summarised in Tables 4.3 to 4.5, for
the different road types in each section.
Table 4.3

Sections A & C: Foynes to Rathkeale
Summary of Road Geometric Design Parameters

Design Parameters

Value

Road Type

Type 2 Dual Carriageway

Cross-Section

1.5m Central Reserve
7.0m Carriageways x 2
0.5m Hard Strips x 2
3.0m Verges x 2
22.5m Total Width
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Design Parameters

Value

Design Speed

100 km/h

Horizontal Alignment

720m Radius: Desirable Minimum
510m Radius: 1 Step Below Desirable Minimum
360m Radius: 2 Steps Below Desirable Minimum

Vertical Alignment

4% Desirable Maximum Gradient
5% Maximum Gradient with Relaxation in hilly terrain
0.5% Minimum Gradient for Drainage

Visibility

215m Desirable Minimum Stopping Sight Distance

Table 4.4

Section B: Ballyclogh to Askeaton
Summary of Road Geometric Design Parameters

Design Parameters

Value

Road Type

Type 1 Single Carriageway

Cross-Section

7.3m Carriageway
2.5m Hard Shoulders x 2
3.0m Verges x 2
18.3m Total Width

Design Speed

100 km/h

Vertical Alignment

5% Desirable Maximum Gradient
6% Maximum Gradient with Relaxation in hilly terrain
0.5% Minimum Gradient for Drainage

Visibility

215m Desirable Minimum Stopping Sight Distance
580m Full Overtaking Sight Distance

Min. Radius for Overtaking

8,160m for both directions
2,880m for right-hand curve direction only

Vertical Alignment

4% Desirable Maximum Gradient
5% Maximum Gradient with Relaxation in hilly terrain
0.5% Minimum Gradient for Drainage

Table 4.5

Section D: Rathkeale to Attyflin (M21 Motorway)
Summary of Road Geometric Design Parameters

Design Parameters

Value

Road Type

Motorway

Cross-Section

2.6m Central Reserve including 1.0m Hard Strip x 2
7.0m Carriageways x 2
2.5m Hard Shoulders x 2
2.0m Verges x 2
25.6m Total Width

Design Speed

120 km/h
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Design Parameters

4.5

Value

Horizontal Alignment

1020m Radius: Desirable Minimum
720m Radius: 1 Step Below Desirable Minimum
510m Radius: 2 Steps Below Desirable Minimum

Vertical Alignment

3% Desirable Maximum Gradient
4% Maximum Gradient with Relaxation in hilly terrain
0.5% Minimum Gradient for Drainage

Visibility

295m Desirable Minimum Stopping Sight Distance

Mainline Alignment
This section describes the horizontal and vertical alignment of the proposed road
development, and how this relates to the existing environment.
The description of the main elements of the proposed road development is presented
in the following sections, A to D, as illustrated in Plate 4.2, above. The description
includes references to alignment kilometre markers (Km) and Chainages (Ch), which
are position markers in kilometres and metres, denoting the distance along the
centreline of the proposed road development. These values increase travelling
eastward from the western extremity of the proposed road development at Foynes
through to the tie-in with the existing N21 at Attyflin, a short distance east of Adare.

4.5.1

Section A, Foynes to Ballyclogh Junction (6.3 km)
Section A of the mainline dual carriageway commences at the Foynes Junction
roundabout, at the junction of the existing N69 and the L-6188 Shannon-Foynes Port
access road and extends through to the Ballyclogh Junction roundabout to the west of
Askeaton. Table 4.6 describes the main alignment features within Section A. General
location markers are indicated by alignment kilometre markers in brackets (e.g. ‘Km1’
as an abbreviation, equivalent to Ch. 1+000m).
Foynes Junction (Km 1)
The proposed road development will commence at a new 65m diameter roundabout
on the existing Shannon-Foynes Port access road at the southern edge of Foynes
village. The roundabout will be positioned just to the south-east of the existing Tjunction of the Shannon-Foynes Port access road and the N69 Foynes to Limerick
Road. Short realignments of typically 100m length will be required on three arms of
the proposed roundabout, to connect with the existing roads to the north-east, northwest and south-west.
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Plate 4.5

Proposed Road Development at Foynes Junction

Plate 4.6

Existing Shannon-Foynes Port Access Junction

Ardaneer (Km 1 to Km 2.5)
Initially, the proposed road development will head in a south-easterly direction for a
distance of 1.5km from Foynes to Robertstown, generally parallel to and 400m northeast of the existing N69 road. This first section is slightly more direct than the existing
road and bypasses the junction with the R521 Regional Road leading southward
towards Shanagolden and Newcastle West. In this section, the proposed road
development will mainly traverse low-lying ground on shallow embankment up to 4m
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in height. Midway along this section, a 400m length of the proposed road development
will cut through the side of a small rocky hill, with a max. cutting depth of 8m on the
centreline, but somewhat deeper on the western side. This cutting will conceal the
road through this landscape and will also supply rock and soil material for local use in
fill for the road embankments. Farm Underpass UP01 will be provided at Ch.2+000.
Watercourse Structure FR-C2 will span 6m across a minor watercourse at Ch.2+150
in this section. For ecological reasons, this bridge will avoid disturbance of the stream
bed with an open-bottom structure and 2m set-back to the side walls. There is
extensive flooding in this low-lying area, that is linked to the nearby River Shannon
Estuary downstream, and the Robertstown River, resulting in existing flood protection
embankments up to 5m at Ch.2+400.
Robertstown (Km 2.5 to Km 3.0)
At Robertstown, the proposed road development will cross both the existing N69 road,
which has turned eastward at this stage, and the Robertstown River, just west and
south of the existing river bridge. There is a floodplain along the river, for which a
142m long bridge (UB01) will be required, which will effectively span the flood plain so
as not to adversely affect the existing flood regime. Road embankments up to 12m in
height will be required on the approaches to this bridge crossing so as to provide the
required bridge clearance over the existing N69.
Short-term road closures of the N69 with temporary traffic management measures will
be required during the construction of the Robertstown over-bridge, particularly while
the pre-cast bridge beams are being lifted into position. These road closures will be
arranged to happen for several hours during the night-time and will be limited to a small
number of nights, so as to minimise daytime traffic disruption. However, during such
closures, quite a long traffic diversion will be required for through traffic via regional
roads to the south through Shanagolden, Ardagh and Rathkeale, over a distance of
30km. Local traffic may use local roads for much shorter diversions, but these will not
be indicated with signage to avoid attracting strategic through traffic to the narrow
roads, which are unsuitable for large vehicles or significant volumes of traffic.

Robertstown
Church

Plate 4.7
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There is a cluster of three houses located approx. 50m from the proposed road
development to the west at Robertstown (visible on the left in Plate 4.7, above). An
image of the proposed road development with the bridge over the N69, as viewed from
the nearest house on the western side, is shown in Plate 4.8, below.

Plate 4.8

Image of the Proposed Road Development and Bridge at Robertstown,
viewed from the west

On the eastern side, at the Robertstown crossing, there are another three houses
located along the L-60691 Local Road that are within 50m of the proposed road
development (at the nearest point visible on the right in Plate 4.7, above). Robertstown
Church is located 100m from the proposed road development, to the east, along the
N69.
The existing roads at Robertstown (N69, L-60691 to the east and L-1222 to the west),
will remain unaffected by the proposed road development. However, minor
improvement works are required for maintenance reasons at the existing Robertstown
Bridge, and these will be undertaken as part of the proposed road development, unless
they are undertaken separately in advance of the proposed works. These works will
provide an opportunity to widen the bridge by 4m on the downstream side, so as to
accommodate a footpath and cycleway, for better connectivity within the local
community.
Rincullia / Mulderricksfield (Km 3 to Km7.3)
From Robertstown, the proposed road development will curve eastwards and then run
largely due east for 4km to Ballyclogh. In this section, the route of the proposed road
development will pass through the townlands of Rincullia and Mulderricksfield, and will
run parallel to and typically 300m south of the existing N69 road, initially (for 2km) as
far as Barrigone, and then parallel to the L-6062 Local Road for 2km.
At Rincullia, local road L-6068 will be severed by the proposed road development and
will be closed as a through route. This minor road links the N69 southward to the L1222 over a short distance (<1km). An over-bridge is not warranted at this location
and, instead, local traffic will be diverted 1km westward to Robertstown, and along the
L-1222, which will result in a detour distance of up to 2km for access to the lands along
the road, and 4km for the return journey.
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Local Road L-6068 at Rincullia (to be severed by the Proposed Road
Development)

From Robertstown through Rincullia to the crossing of the Ahacronane River (Km 4.4)
the terrain is generally flat and low-lying in this 1.7km long section and the proposed
road development will generally follow the existing topography with shallow
embankments and minor cuttings and one cut 6m deep at Km 4.1 and a short
embankment up to 9m high at Km 5.
Watercourse Structure FR-C5 will span 8m across the Ahacronane River at Ch.4+440
in this section. For ecological reasons this bridge will avoid disturbance of the stream
bed with an open-bottom structure and 2m set-back from the riverbank to the side walls
of the bridge.
East of the Ahacronane River Bridge the terrain becomes hilly with the ground rising
steeply from 7mOD (Ordnance Datum) to 50mOD over a distance of 1km. The
proposed road development will climb upward in the easterly direction at a gradient of
4% to a high point elevation of 33mOD. There will be a major rock cutting up to 19m
deep through this hill over a length of 1.3km. This will be the most significant source
of cut materials within the proposed road development, for the construction of the
embankments elsewhere along its length.
At Km 5.4 the proposed road development will sever Cooper's Lane in the townland of
Mulderricksfield, a narrow private access track that extends southwards from the L6062 over a distance of 1.3km and serves several land holdings in the townland of
Craggs. So as to maintain and improve the access to these lands, a new access track
will be provided 300m further east with a 52m long 3-span bridge (Structure OB01)
over the deep cutting for the proposed road development. This access track will serve
additional lands and all severed plots to the south of the proposed road development.
The existing access will be maintained in operation until the proposed road
development is available as an alternative. This will require careful management of
the major cutting excavations to coordinate with the provision of the new bridge. Farm
Underpass UP03 will be provided at Ch.6+825 for access to severed lands to the north
of the proposed road development, from the main farm holding to the south, along a
section of the proposed road development up to 7m in fill.
Ballyclogh Junction (Km7.3)
A 60m diameter roundabout will be provided at Ballyclogh, where the proposed section
of road from Foynes will branch eastwards to Askeaton and southwards to Rathkeale.
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Section A - Summary of Alignment

From
Ch.

To
Ch.

Length
(m)

Max.
Fill
Height
(m)

Max.
Cut
Depth
(m)

Horizontal
Alignment

Vertical
Alignment

Features

1+000

1+350

350

4

-

Straight

Generally
flat (<2%)

1+350

1+750

400

-

8

Straight

Generally
flat (<2%)

1+750

2+300

550

5

-

720m radius
bends

Generally
flat (<2%)

2+300

3+500

1,200

2

-

720m radius
curve

2.5% rise of
10m.

3+500

4+300

800

3

8.5

Straight /
2,880m
Radius

Generally
flat (<2%)

4+300

5+100

800

9.5

3.5

Straight /
2,880m
Radius

4% rise

5+100

6+400

1,300

-

19

Straight /
2,880m
Radius

4% rise

Total 24m
rise from
Ch.4+600 to
5+600

6+400

7+300

900

7

-

8,160m
radius

Generally
flat (<2%)

Eastbound
approach to
roundabout

140m long
Bridge at
Robertstown

In summary, of the 6.3km of road in Section A, 3.7km (59%) will be constructed on fill,
while 2.6km (41%) will be constructed in cutting, approximately.
4.5.2

Section B, Ballyclogh Junction to Askeaton Junction (1.9 km)
Section B of the proposed road development runs from Ballyclogh Junction roundabout
eastwards for 1.9km, to the proposed Askeaton Junction roundabout at the western
edge of the town, where the existing N69 Askeaton Bypass joins the R518 through the
town. Table 4.7 summarises the alignment within Section B.
Most of the 1.9km length of this section of single carriageway road will be suitable for
overtaking, apart from the 0.4km long horizontal curve and vertical crest curve at the
railway bridge. Overall, the overtaking extent on this section of the proposed road
development is nearly 80%.
Just to the east of the Ballyclogh Roundabout, the proposed road development will
meet the local road, L-1220, which will be realigned vertically upward over a length of
600m to cross over the proposed road development on a bridge, OB02, with 3-spans
and 45m in length. About 60m north of this proposed bridge, there is a junction
between the L-1220 and the L-6062 in the townland of Ballyellinan. The L-6062
provides access from the townland of Mulderricksfield towards Askeaton, and it will
also require vertical realignment over a length of 350m, so as to connect to the L-1220
on the proposed embankment.
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A short temporary road will be provided to link the L-6062 to the L-1220 north of the
proposed road development, so as to maintain local access during construction. The
L-1220 crossing the proposed link road to Askeaton will be closed during the works.
This will cause minimal disruption as the L-1221 will cater for traffic towards Askeaton
from Ballycullen and Ballyclogh. The nearest dwellings in this vicinity are located at a
distance in excess of 300m away.

Section
B

L-6062

Section
A

Section
C
Plate 4.10

Proposed Junction of Sections A, B & C at Ballyclogh

Plate 4.11

Local Road L-1220 at Ballycullen: To be realigned vertically with a
bridge over the proposed new road Section B (Ballyclogh to Askeaton)
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The horizontal alignment of Section B (Ballyclogh to Askeaton) is mainly straight, with
a short 720m radius curve where if crosses the Limerick-Foynes Railway Line on a
proposed bridge, 400m to the west of the existing railway bridge on the L-1221 Local
Road between Ballycullen and Askeaton. The vertical alignment of Section B is all
situated on embankment, typically 3m high, but rising to 7m at the railway bridge.
Watercourse Structures FR-C8 at Ch.10+300 and FR-C9 at Ch.10+950 will span 7m
across streams in this section. For ecological reasons, these bridges will avoid
disturbance of the stream bed with an open-bottom structure and 2m set-back from
the river back to the side walls of the bridge. Farm Underpass UP04 will be provided
at Ch.11+200 to provide access to severed lands to the north of the proposed road
development. Railway Bridge RB01 will carry the proposed road development over
the Limerick-Foynes Railway Line with a 15m single span at Ch.11+300.
Section B will terminate at a proposed 60m roundabout, as shown in Plate 4.12, below,
that will replace the existing T-junction at the western end of the N69 Askeaton Bypass.
Due to the very acute angles at the existing junction, it will be necessary to realign the
existing N69 over a length of 400m north of the proposed roundabout so as to achieve
the necessary roundabout junction geometry for traffic safety.
There is a dwelling house (Reference H1, as shown in Plate 4.12) located on the
northern side of the existing N69 road, at a short distance to the north-east of the
proposed roundabout, which will require to be acquired for the realignment of the N69,
approaching the roundabout. The resultant impact for this property is described in
Chapter 16 (Material Assets and Land – Non-Agriculture).

Plate 4.12

Ref. 14.131 EIAR Ch.4

Proposed Junction at Askeaton West (House Ref.H1 shown)
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Section B, Summary of Alignment

From
Ch.

To Ch.

Length
(m)

Max.
Fill
Height
(m)

Max.
Cut
Depth
(m)

Horizontal
Alignment

Vertical
Alignment

10+000

11+000

1,000

3.5

11+000

11+600

600

11+600

11+900

300

Features

-

Straight

Generally
flat (<2%)

7

-

720m
Radius

Small rise at
up to 2.8%
for railway
bridge

Railway
crossing
bridge
at
Ch.11+300

3

-

Straight

Generally
flat (<2%)

Approach to
roundabout
at Askeaton

In summary, all 1.9km of Section B of the proposed road development will be
constructed on fill.
4.5.3

Section C, Ballyclogh Junction to Rathkeale Junction (9.3 km)
Section C of the proposed road development begins at Ballyclogh Junction roundabout
and heads south-eastward for 9.3km to Rathkeale Junction, to link into the existing
N21 Rathkeale Bypass at the northern edge of the town (see Plate 4.3, above).
The entire length of this section will be constructed either at-grade or on embankment,
with a typical height of 2 to 3m, and ranging up to a max. of 11m. In general, the
vertical alignment is quite flat with a variety of undulations for minimum longitudinal
gradient to drain the road effectively. Localised high points at several locations are
arranged to suit vertical clearances at watercourse crossings and farm underpasses
Ballyclogh to River Deel (Km 20 to Km 24)
From the Ballyclogh Roundabout, the proposed road development (dual carriageway)
heads due south for 0.5km, skirting to the west of Ballycullen House and demesne
(Plate 4.13). It then curves eastward on a long 510m radius bend, followed by another
reverse 720m radius curve to Baunreagh, at Km 22. At the eastern end of this section,
a 650m length of straight road will provide capacity for safe overtaking.
Farm Underpass UP05 (Ch.20+550) will be provided to connect severed lands on
either side of the proposed road development.
Local road, L-1220, will be crossed by the proposed road development at Ch.20+650,
which will pass above the local road with a 16m span under-bridge (UB02) at a location
120m to the south of Ballyclogh Bridge, over the Lismakeery Stream (Plate 4.13).
Watercourse Structure FR-C11 at Ch.20+970 will span 8m across the Lismakeery
Stream. For ecological reasons, this small bridge will avoid disturbance of the stream
bed with an open-bottom structure and 2m set-back from the riverbank to the side walls
of the bridge.
Short-term road closures of the L-1220, with temporary traffic management measures,
will be required for the construction of the over-bridge, while beams are lifted into
position. These road closures will be arranged for several hours at night only, and over
a small number of nights, so as to minimise traffic disruption during the day. A traffic
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diversion will be required via other suitable local roads to the south, through Creeves
and Ballyan, over a distance of 10km.
A dwelling house (currently unoccupied) (Ref. H2; Plate 4.13) will be acquired for the
proposed road development at Ch.20+625, just east of local road, L-1220.

Ballycullen
House

H2

Plate 4.13

Proposed Road Development at L-1220 South Crossing

Plate 4.14

Proposed Road Development to cross over the L-1220 South on a bridge
at this location (Note the concrete pill-box structure on the right in the field
– see Chapter 14 Archaeology, Architecture and Cultural Heritage for further
details).

Farm Underpass UP06 (Ch.21+750) will be provided to connect severed lands.
Local road, L-1236 (Station Road) just south of Askeaton at Baunreagh will be
realigned vertically upward over a length of 600m to cross over the proposed road
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development on a bridge (OB03, with 3 spans and a length of 43m) at Ch.22+500.
(similar to Plate 4.53). In line with the approach of mitigation by avoidance, the
horizontal alignment of this road will be moved slightly west of the existing road to
avoid impact on a small group of houses on the eastern side of the road, to the south
of the proposed bridge over the proposed road development. The nearest of these
houses is located approximately 150m from the proposed road development.
No road closures of the L-1236 are envisaged during construction, as the proposed
road development and bridge at this location will be constructed off-line, to the west of
the existing road – although a short section of temporary road will be required at the
northern end to enable traffic to pass around the tie-in works.
East of the L-1236, the proposed road development will curve slightly southward onto
a south-easterly bearing on the approach to the River Deel Bridge, at Km 24, after a
further 1.5km.

Plate 4.15

Local Road L-1236 with nearest house to the south of the crossing of
the proposed road development
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Proposed Road Development at L-1236 Crossing

River Deel Bridge (Km 24)
The proposed road development will cross the River Deel on an 84m 3-span bridge
(RVB01) at Ch.24+010, between the townlands of Ballynacaheragh / Milltown North
on the western bank and Boolaglass on the eastern bank. The bridge will be located
3km upstream of Askeaton to the north, and 300m upstream of the old railway bridge
to the north
The road alignment crosses the river at a skew angle of 30°. The bridge piers will be
located on the banks, with a clear central span of 35m over the river channel, which is
15m wide, or 25m on the skew angle, which will provide 4m lateral clearance to the
edge of the piers from the riverbank. Side spans of 26m will cater for access along the
riverbanks for mammals, anglers and farmers, as well as for occasional flooding on
the river out of the shallow normal channel. A crest in the road vertical alignment at
the bridge will provide a level difference of 7m over the riverbanks, and min. vertical
clearance of 4.5m under the structure.
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Plate 4.17

River Deel at Proposed Bridge location for the new Road

Plate 4.18

Photomontage view of the proposed River Deel Bridge (viewed from
Milltown cashel to the southwest)

River Deel to Graigeen (Km 24 to Km 27)
Immediately to the east of the River Deel Bridge, a 720m radius curve will bend the
road in a southerly direction to briefly run parallel to the river through the townland of
Bullaun. In this section, there is a corridor of farmland about 300m wide between the
River Deel, and an extensive area of forestry to the east, bounded by the Graigeen
Stream that flows northward to the confluence with the River Deel. The route of the
proposed road development follows this natural boundary over a length of about 1km,
mainly on the western side of the Graigeen Stream, but will require realignment of the
watercourse over a length of almost 300m at two locations, as well as a small bridge
(FR-C15; Plate 4.18) at Ch.24+500 (Plate 4.17). This 16m span bridge will include a
4m wide access route with 4.5m headroom on the northern bank of the stream for
connectivity to the small area of woodland on the western side of the proposed road
development. For ecological reasons, this small bridge will avoid disturbance of the
stream bed, incorporating an open-bottom structure and min. set-back of 4m between
the riverbank and the bridge sidewall on the northern side of the river.
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Watercourse Structure FR-C16 at Ch.24+950 will span 6m across a small stream
tributary of the Lismakeery Stream, and will be constructed similarly to FC15, above,
to avoid ecological disturbance of the stream bed, with an open-bottom structure and
2m set-back to the bridge side walls.
At Km 25, the proposed road development will curve south-eastward and then will pass
within 50m of the Limerick- Foynes Railway Line in the townland of Ardgoul South, at
Km 26. The horizontal alignment in this section will consist of a series of three short
curves. Two farm underpasses, UP08 at Ch.25+700 and UP09 at Ch.26+160, are
proposed in this section to connect severed lands on the eastern side, between the
proposed road development and the railway line.
South of Km 26, the proposed road development will be mainly straight as far as the
Rathkeale Junction, over a length of 3km.
The vertical alignment of this 3km section will all be on embankment, which will
undulate slightly to provide sufficient longitudinal gradient for carriageway drainage.
The embankment will vary in height between 2m and 9m.
Creeves Road (L-1222) Bridge
At Ch.26+650 in the townland of Graigeen (Plate 4.19), an under-bridge (UB03; Plate
4.20) with a single span of 16m will be provided for the proposed road development
over the L-1222 Local Road, that links Cappagh to Creeves in the east-west direction.
The bridge will be located 170m west of Graigeen Cross junction on the R518 Regional
Road between Rathkeale and Askeaton. This local road will be lowered by 3m so as
to suit the vertical alignment of the mainline above which is constrained by minimum
gradient requirements for drainage of the carriageway. A temporary road will be
provided on the southern side during the construction so as to avoid closure of the
road for an extended period which would require necessitate a long circuitous detour
southward through Rathkeale to cross the River Deel, in order to gain access towards
the Creeves area, to the west.

Plate 4.19

L-1222 Graigeen to Creeves Road at Proposed Road Development
Bridge Crossing (UB03)
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Photomontage of proposed bridge UB03 over the L-1222 Creeves Road
(before planting of the embankment with trees)

Graigeen (Km 27)
At Graigeen, the proposed road development will cross over the R518 Regional Road
that links Rathkeale to Askeaton. The crossing point is located 2km north of Rathkeale,
and there are several houses that front onto the regional road on each side. The
proposed road development will cross through a 100m wide gap between two houses
but, because of the high skew angle of the alignment at the crossing point, the
proposed road embankments will be located very close to these two houses (Ref. H3
and H4, as shown in Plate 4.22), which is unavoidable due to the constraints of the
extensive rural housing in this area. The impacts of the proposed road development
at these dwellings in terms of land-take and visual intrusion will be very significant and,
therefore, they are included in the land-take.

Plate 4.21
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Proposed Road Development Layout at Graigeen
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H3

H4

Plate 4.22

Houses H3 & H4 Proposed to be Acquired at Graigeen

The bridge for the proposed road development at Graigeen (UB04 at Ch.27+000) will
have a single 52m long span on a high skew angle of 59°, with 9m high embankments
on the approaches. The R518 will be temporarily closed at night for a few days during
construction of the bridge to enable erection of the bridge beams. A fairly long
diversion will be required for regional traffic via the R521, to the west, through Ardagh
and Shanagolden. Short local diversions can detour via the next local road, L-6022,
0.7km to the east at Cappagh. Construction of this bridge will need to be coordinated
with the construction of the next bridge to the southeast (UB05) to enable necessary
traffic diversions at the two nearby crossings.
Graigeen to Rathkeale (Km 27 to Km 29)
From Graigeen, the proposed road development will extend southward on an almost
straight alignment on a south-south-east bearing, to reach Rathkeale Junction after
2km. The route of the proposed road development will cross over the L-6132 (Doohyle
Road) at Ch.27+650 on an 18m span bridge (UB05). This road will be closed
temporarily for a few months during construction of the bridge. Short local diversions
can detour from the R518 via the next local road at Cappagh, to the north, or through
Rathkeale, to the south.
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There are two houses (Ref. H5 and H6, as shown in Plate 4.23) located immediately
to the east of the proposed bridge on the Doohyle Road, that are included in the land
take.

H5

H6

Plate 4.23

L-6132 Doohyle Road at Proposed Road Development Crossing and
Houses H5 and H6 Proposed to be acquired.

South of the Doohyle Road crossing, the proposed road development will converge
with the dismantled railway line between Ballingarrane junction, a short distance to the
north, and Rathkeale, to the south. See below in relation to greenway proposals.
This 2km long section of the proposed road development, which is alongside the old
railway line, will be on embankment of between 4m and 11m in height to span across
a local road and three access underpasses. The gradient is generally at the minimum
of 0.5%, for drainage purposes. Farm underpass UP10 at Ch.28+075 will be provided
to connect severed lands.
Proposed Great Southern Trail Greenway at Kyletaun
A greenway recreational route for walkers and cyclists, the Great Southern Trail, has
been developed along the former railway line from Rathkeale westward to Newcastle
West and Abbeyfeale, over more than 40km. There is a proposal to extend this route
eastward to Limerick City and westward through County Kerry to Tralee, to form part
of the National Cycle Network. From Rathkeale, the extension of the Great Southern
Trail would proceed initially northward along the former railway line to Ballingarrane
Junction near Cappagh, over a distance of 3 km.
The proposed road development will overlap with this proposed greenway route over
a distance of approximately 1km. Provision has been made in the design of the
proposed road development for the future greenway, through inclusion of a 6m wide
corridor along the side of and at the foot of the road embankment, where it will
encroach on the former railway reservation. An underpass will be provided midway
along this section of the proposed road development, at Ch.28+250, where the future
greenway will cross from the western side of the road corridor, south of this point, to
the eastern side, north of this point.
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The proposed underpass is located where the former railway line crosses over the
Graigeen Stream on a stone bridge in the townland of Kyletaun. This historic bridge
will be retained in-situ, to carry the greenway over the watercourse, passing
underneath a new 26m span bridge for the proposed road development, at a level of
8m above ground level. Thus, the underpass will be a combined structure at river
bridge FR-C26 that will have a wide and bright span, rather than an enclosed tunnel.
The setbacks of 5m to the abutment walls of this bridge will also accommodate
passage of mammals. There will be no disturbance to the watercourse and stream
bed, which will avoid impacting the aquatic ecology.

Plate 4.24

Structure FR-C26 which will accommodate the future extension of the
Great Southern Trail northward from Rathkeale.

Farm underpass UP09 (Ch.29+150) will be provided to connect severed lands.
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Proposed
UP10

Former Railway
Bridge over
Kyletaun Stream
/ FR-C26

Former
Railway

Plate 4.25

Proposed Road Development crossing of the former railway line at
Kyletaun, Rathkeale (centreline of proposed road development in red)

Rathkeale Junction
Section C of the proposed road development will terminate at Ch.29+260, at the
proposed Rathkeale Junction, with a 70m diameter roundabout.
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Summary of Alignment in Section C
Table 4.8 summarises the alignment within Section C.
Table 4.8

Section C, Summary of Road Alignment

From
Ch.

To Ch.

Length
(m)

Max. Fill
Height
(m)

Max.
Cut
Depth
(m)

Horizontal
Alignment

Vertical
Alignment

Features

20+000

20+500

500

8

-

Straight

Generally
flat (<2%)

Northbound
approach to
roundabout

20+500

22+000

1,500

7

-

Bendy
with 510m
& 720m
radius

Generally
flat (<2%)

22+000

24+000

2,000

7.5

-

1,500m
straight &
500m
curved

Generally
flat (<2%)

24+000

25+400

1,400

6

-

Bendy:
720m radii

Generally
flat (<2%)

25+400

29+260

3,900

11

-

Straight or
long
radius

Generally
flat (<2%)

River Deel
Bridge at
24+000

Approach to
Rathkeale
Roundabout

In summary, all 9.3km of Section C of the proposed road development will be
constructed on fill.
4.5.4

Section D, Rathkeale Junction to Attyflin (17.5 km)
Section D of the mainline starts at the proposed Rathkeale Junction and extends
eastwards for 17.5km to the tie in with the existing N21 / N20 / M20 Attyflin Junction,
east of Adare.
The proposed motorway will terminate at a 70m diameter roundabout located 0.6km
east of the existing N21 Holy Cross Junction at Rathkeale. A short link road will
connect southward to the existing N21 Rathkeale Bypass, where a second 60m
diameter roundabout will be provided, as shown in Plate 4.26.
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Section C

Existing
N21

Plate 4.26

Proposed Rathkeale Junction at Western Terminal of the M21 Motorway

N21 West at Rathkeale Junction

Plate 4.27

Existing Rathkeale Junction at Holy Cross (looking south under the N21
bridge)
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Proposed Rathkeale Junction

Existing
Holy Cross
Junction

Plate 4.28

Existing Rathkeale Junction at Holy Cross and proposed connection the
new M21 Motorway

The south-eastern ramp at Holy Cross Junction (R518) will be realigned as part of the
proposed road development to connect directly to the existing N21 in the eastward
direction. This will provide access to the new M21 Motorway from Rathkeale town
centre and the R518 Askeaton Road at the new terminal roundabout junction, 0.6km
to the east. As the existing N21 is on embankment typically 4m above general ground
level, the new link roads and roundabouts at the Rathkeale Junction will also be on
embankment of similar height.
Immediately to the east of the proposed Rathkeale Junction, the proposed road
development (motorway) will cross over the L-1203 Local Road from Rathkeale to
Cappagh and Pallaskenry on UB07 (16m span) at Ch.50+175, just to the south of the
cemetery on the northern side of the proposed road development. This local road
already passes under the N21 and will be lowered by less than 2m so as to provide
the necessary headroom at the new bridge, under the proposed M21. Temporary
closure of this road will be required during the construction works, with traffic diversions
via the R518, to the west, or the L-6023, to the east.
Potential Future N21 Dual Carriageway Extension Westward
The configuration of the Rathkeale Junction has been designed to suit a possible future
grade-separated junction, if the N21 were to be upgraded to a dual carriageway or
motorway westward from Rathkeale.
Rathkeale to Blossomhill (Km 50 to Km 51.3)
From Ch. 50+300 to 51+300, the proposed road development (M21 Motorway) will be
on embankment up to 9m above ground level, running parallel to and north of the
existing N21 Rathkeale Bypass.
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Structure M21-C1 at Ch.50+750 will span 17m across a small stream, draining
northward under the existing N21 towards Doohyle Lough. It will also accommodate
a 4m wide access track to the lands on the northern side of the proposed road
development. For ecological reasons, this small bridge will avoid disturbance of the
stream bed with an open-bottom structure.

Underpass /
Culvert M21-C1

Plate 4.29

Proposed combined access underpass and culvert where M21 is parallel
to the Rathkeale Bypass at Ch.50+750

The proposed road development then curves north-eastward, away from the existing
N21, to intersect the L-6023 (Blossomhill Road) at Ch.51+500, where it will cut into the
existing small hill to a depth of 5m.
The Blossomhill Road will be realigned vertically by 3m to provide the necessary bridge
clearance over the proposed road development. A temporary diversion road will be
provided on the western side during construction of the bridge and road realignment.

Plate 4.30

Ref. 14.131 EIAR Ch.4

Blossomhill Road, L-6023, at the proposed M21 crossing point
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Blossomhill to Amogan Beg (Km 51.3 to Km 52.4)
The L-8027 (Clogh West Road) intersects the L-6023 at Blossomhill Road and will be
severed by the proposed road development, which will be in cutting up to 5m in depth,
where it crosses the Clogh Road. Bridge OB04 a 55m long 2-span structure will carry
Blossomhill Road over the proposed road development. A new link road will be
provided north of the proposed road development, over a length of 0.5km, that will
connect the severed L-8027 (Clogh West Road) to the L-6023 (Blossomhill Road).
Likewise, the southern part of the L-8027 will be realigned to connect with the L-52309
(Amogan Beg Road), which will have some existing very sharp bends improved for
better local access to several residences and farmlands.
From Km 51.7 to 52.4, over a length of 0.7 km east of Blossomhill, the proposed road
development (motorway) will be at-grade or on embankment up to 6m in height.
Farm access requirements at Blossomhill and Clogh West are quite complex with five
different farm holdings straddling the proposed road development over a short length.
Three of these farms are somewhat fragmented, with separate holdings on either side
of the L-8027 (Clogh West Road). The proposed road development includes sections
of access tracks and four underpasses to accommodate the farm access requirements
appropriately and separately for biosecurity reasons:
1.

UP12A at Ch.51+800;

2.

UP12B at Ch.51+850;

3.

UP13A at Ch.52+140, and

4.

UP13B at Ch.52+150.

Plate 4.31

Proposed local road adjustments and access structures at Blossomhill
Road L-6023, Clogh Road L-8027 and Amogan Beg Road L-52309
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Amogan Beg to Clonshire (Km 52.4 to Km 56)
From Ch.52+400 to 56+100, the proposed road development (motorway) will run
through a 3.7km long cutting passing north of Croagh with a maximum cut of 11m at
Km 53.3. This is the second major cutting on the proposed road development (along
with the one at Mulderricksfield in Section A, 13km to the northwest). This major cutting
will supply fill material for the rest of the proposed road development eastward, which
will be almost entirely on embankment across the low-lying terrain of the River Maigue
floodplain, that extends westward along the River Greanagh as far as Rower More (Km
58).
Farm holdings are generally large in the Ballycannon and Croagh area and the route
of the proposed road development has been carefully aligned to follow farm boundaries
as closely as possible to minimise severance and farm impacts. Of the 8 farms
impacted by the proposed road development in this section, (excluding a few small
properties) only one will incur significant severance and will be provided with an
accommodation track on the eastern side of the proposed over-bridge OB05 on the L1421 (Croagh to Cappagh Road).

House H7

Plate 4.32

Ref. 14.131 EIAR Ch.4

Proposed M21 to north of Croagh village
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At Ch.54+450, the proposed road development (motorway) will pass underneath the
L-1421 (Croagh to Cappagh Road) at the northern edge of the village of Croagh, where
there is a gap of 160m between houses along the local road. The proposed road
development (motorway) will be in a 6.5m deep cutting at the location, which will
screen it from the nearby houses located at the northern edge of Croagh village.
However, the nearest house (Ref. H7, as shown in Plate 4.33) to the north of the
proposed road development, and on the western side of the local road, L-1421, will be
impacted by the acquisition of land for an access track to two drainage attenuation
ponds for the motorway further west. The impact for this house is described in Chapter
16.

House H7

Plate 4.33

L-1421 road just north of Croagh village at location of proposed bridge
for M21 to pass underneath the local road

The local road L-1421 will be carried over the cutting on a 50m long 2-span bridge
(OB05) at the existing road levels, and no realignment will be required. During
construction, a temporary road will be provided to the east of the existing road, so as
to avoid road closure and traffic diversions. A segregated farm accommodation track
will be provided behind a fence on the new bridge for the large farm on the eastern
side of the road, that will be severed by the proposed road development.
A high-pressure gas main will require to be diverted at a location 270m to the east of
the L-1421 Croagh to Cappagh Road (as described later in Section 4.14.12). The
pipeline will be lowered by approximately 7m to pass below the proposed road cutting.
Lands necessary for these advance diversion works have been included in the
Compulsory Purchase Order for the proposed road development.
After passing the L-1421 at Croagh, the proposed road development (motorway) will
curve to a north-easterly bearing, heading towards the Limerick-Foynes Railway Line
at Clonshire Beg.
Croagh Junction (Km 55.5)
The proposed Croagh Junction (Plate 4.34) will be provided at Ch.55+600, A 40m
diameter roundabout to the north and a 60m diameter roundabout to the south of the
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junction will be connected via a short link road and bridge. The junction will connect
southward to the N21 at Smithfield via a 400m long link road at a 60m diameter
roundabout. Structure OB06 will bridge over the proposed road development
(motorway) at Croagh Junction on a 3-span, 52m bridge. Underpass UP11 on the
Croagh Link Road will provide access to severed lands.

Plate 4.34

Proposed M21 Croagh Junction

Clonshire More / Clonshire Beg & Gortnagrour (Km 56 to Km 58)
In this 2km long section to the railway crossing at Km 58, the proposed road
development will be generally on embankment up to 10m in height or at-grade, and
will pass close to Clonshire Castle at Ch.56+400, within 175m (See Plate 4.35 and
Plate 4.36).
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Plate 4.35

Location of Clonshire Castle, 175m to the east of the proposed road
development

Plate 4.36

Clonshire Castle, 175m to the east of the proposed road development

Potential impacts on the setting of Clonshire Castle are described in Chapter 14
(Archaeology, Architecture and Cultural Heritage).
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The proposed mainline embankment will reduce to meet the existing ground level at
the L-8026 Local Road at Ch.56+180, which will require the road to be closed as a
result. Due to the proximity of houses on both sides of this road, it was not feasible to
provide a bridge connection, which would have required raised approach
embankments, as was described in Chapter 3 in respect of the alternatives considered
for this location. To maintain local connectivity, the southern portion of the L-8026 will
be realigned eastward for 400m to connect to the L-8025 (Clonshire More Road) at
Ch.56+500. The northern portion of the L-8026 will become a 300m long cul-de-sac
for local access. A diversion length of 1.5km will be required for traffic to travel between
the two ends of the severed L-8026.
Underpasses UP14A and UP14B will be located 150m east of the L-8026, and will
provide access between severed lands on the northern and southern sides of the
proposed road development (motorway). In addition, an adjacent, shorter diversion
route of 300m for pedestrians and cyclists will be provided in a separate underpass,
which will mitigate the potential severance effect on the local community. The pair of
3m wide underpasses will provide 3.0m headroom in the farm underpass and 2.6m
headroom in the pedestrian underpass according to the levels of the proposed road
development, above. The underpasses will be located 5m apart and will separate farm
animal movements from the public route for pedestrians and cyclists.

Clonshire
River
Bridge

Plate 4.37

Clonshire More Road (L-8025), looking west at crossing point for the
proposed road development ,with parapet wall of Clonshire River Bridge
in the foreground on the right.
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Clonshire River Bridge

At Clonshire More, the proposed road development (motorway) will cross the L-8025
Local Road just to the west of the existing stone arch bridge over the Clonshire River
(Plate 4.38).
Over this 2km section, there will be two under-bridges, one river bridge and one
underpass, as follows:
•

UB07 over L-8025 Clonshire More Road at Ch.56+500: 23m single span;

•

River Bridge M21-C3 over the Clonshire River at Ch.56+570 (Plate 4.39) with a
29m single span;

•

Underpass UP15 at Ch.56+725;

•

UB08 over the L-8024 Clonshire Beg Road at Ch 57+660 in Gortnagrour with a
16m single span.
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Clonshire River at location of proposed bridge (M21-C3)
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House
H8

Plate 4.40

Proposed Road Development at Clonshire More

The closest house to the east of the proposed road development (Ref. H8) is shown
in
Plate 4.40. Part of this site is included in the land acquisition. The impact on this house
is described in Chapter 16.
Temporary road closures will be required for the installation of the bridge beams at the
crossings of the two local roads in this section, L-8025 and L-8024. There is a
reasonably dense network of local roads in this area, which will serve as relatively short
traffic detours.
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House
H9

House
H10

Plate 4.41

Proposed Road Development at Gortnagrour

The closest houses to the proposed road development at Gortnagrour are shown in
Plate 4.41 (Ref. H9 and H10). Part of both sites are included in the land acquisition.
The impacts on these houses are described in Chapter 16.
A 15m, single-span railway under-bridge (RB02) will carry the proposed road
development (motorway) over the Foynes-Limerick Railway Line at Ch.57+975 (Plate
4.42).
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Limerick-Foynes (Former) Railway Line at proposed Gortnagrour
Bridge (RB02)

Rower More and Kilknockan (Km 58 to Km 60)
North of the railway crossing, the proposed road development (motorway) will curve to
an easterly bearing on a 2,880m radius. In this section, the proposed road
development starts to cross the floodplain of the River Greanagh, a tributary of the
River Maigue, and will, therefore, be mainly on embankment of up to 9m in height.
There will be 3 bridges in this section, as follows:
•

River Greanagh (A) at Ch.58+175 (RVB02): 36m single span;

•

L-1422 Blackabbey Road at Ch.59+020 (UB09): 14m single-span; and

•

River Greanagh (B) again at Ch. 59+250 (RVB03): 81m three-span.

There is a cluster of houses in close proximity to the proposed road development at
the Blackabbey Road crossing in this section. The closest of these houses (Ref. H11,
to the south) is shown in Plate 4.43, and part of this site, at the front garden, is included
in the land acquisition.
Temporary road closures will be required for the installation of the bridge beams at the
Blackabbey road crossing. This will require a reasonably long 7km traffic detour route
via Clonshire, to the west, from the northern side of the crossing of the proposed road
development, to Adare village. Such road closures for the installation of bridge beams
will only apply at night, and for a short duration of three or four days.
A 3-span 52m long farm access over-bridge (OB07) will be provided at Ch.58+500 and
a farm underpass (UP14) will be provided at Ch.58+950. Another underpass (UP16)
will be provided at Ch.59+425 for access to the lands north of the proposed road
development.
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House
H11
Plate 4.43

Plate 4.44

Ref. 14.131 EIAR Ch.4

Proposed Road Development at Blackabbey Road, Rower More

Photomontage of proposed bridge at Blackabbey Road, Rower More
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Curraghbeg (Km60 to Km60.5)
In this section, there is a small hill where the proposed road development will enter a
250-metre-long length of cut up to 9m in depth, and the L-1423 (Station Road) will be
carried over the proposed road development (motorway) on a 51m, 3-span bridge at
Ch.60+325 (OB08). This bridge and road realignment will be constructed off-line to
the east of the existing road, thereby likely avoiding the need for lengthy road closures.
At Ch.60+695 watercourse structure M21-C7 will span 6m over a small stream.

Plate 4.45

Proposed Road at L-1423 Station Road, Curraghbeg, Adare

River Maigue Crossing (Km60.5 to Km61.5)
The route of the proposed road development will cross the River Maigue and floodplain
over a length of 1km. As far as Adare, the river Maigue is tidal and there are high flood
berms provided along both banks. The road levels have been adopted for this section
to provide adequate clearance above the 1:200-year flood level, plus freeboard. The
embankments will therefore be 4.5m high in the lowest area on the western side of the
bridge and extend up to a maximum of 6m.
The River Maigue at this location (Plate 4.46) is designated as part of the Lower River
Shannon Special Area of Conservation (SAC), as described in Chapter 7
(Biodiversity). To protect the habitats within the river channel, it is proposed to
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construct a long-span bridge over the full width of the river between the flood berms.
Water quality within the river will be protected through provision of a pollution control
system for the proposed road drainage, as described further in Chapter 7 and Chapter
10 (Hydrology).

Plate 4.46

Proposed crossing point at the River Maigue

The proposed road development (motorway) will cross the River Maigue on a 204metre-long 3-span bridge (RVB04; Plate 4.47) at Ch 60+925, as illustrated in Section
4.9. The bridge has been designed to clear-span the river, with the face of the bridge
piers located along the line of the flood berms on the riverbanks to avoid impacts on
the Lower River Shannon SAC. The side spans will also span over the existing
drainage systems behind the flood berms that are controlled by sluice-valves, while
also avoiding the intertidal zone. See Section 4.9 for a description of the construction
sequence of the River Maigue Bridge.
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Photomontage of River Maigue Bridge Crossing (RVB04)
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H12

H13

Plate 4.48

Proposed Road Development at crossing point of the River Maigue

East of the River Maigue Bridge, the proposed road development will rise to gain the
necessary clearance to bridge over the Foynes – Limerick Railway Line on the eastern
side, at Ch 61+250 at Ardshanbally, with a 15m, single-span bridge (RB03).
Between the River Maigue and the railway at Ardshanbally, two houses (derelict
house, Ref. H12, and recently renovated and extended house, Ref. H13, as shown in
Plate 4.48) are to be acquired to enable construction of the proposed road
development. At Ch. 61+360, Underpass UP17 will provide access to the lands
between the proposed road development and the existing railway line.
Adare Junction (Km61.5 to Km64)
Adare Junction will be located at Ch.61+950, 1km east of the River Maigue Bridge.
The proposed road development (motorway) will be on a 12m high embankment at
this location, and the slip ramps will descend to a level of 7mOD which is close to the
min. level for required for flood protection. Under-bridge UB11 will carry the proposed
road development across this junction, with a span of 16m.
The proposed grade-separated junction at Adare will have a dumbbell layout with a
pair of 40m diameter roundabouts linked by a bridge under the proposed road
development (Plate 4.49). A 150m link road will connect the Adare Junction to a third
new 40m diameter roundabout on the existing N21 at Gortaganniff, 0.5km north-east
of the existing River Maigue Bridge, at the eastern edge of Adare.
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H14

Plate 4.49

Proposed Adare Junction at Gortaganiff east of the village

The proposed road development will bridge on UB11 with a 16m span over the L-1424
(Kilgobbin Road) at Ch.62+600, 0.6km east of the Adare Junction. There is a railway
level crossing on this local road immediately north of the proposed bridge. The
proposed road development has been aligned as close as possible to the railway line
in this section, while ensuring suitable separation from the railway for safety reasons,
including sightlines for trains and road traffic approaching the level crossing.
Temporary road closures will be required at Kilgobbin Road for the installation of bridge
beams. At Ch.62+500, the proposed road development will traverse a farmyard with
several buildings, including a house (Ref. H14), which are proposed to be acquired.
N21 East Tie-in (Km 64 to Km 67.5)
At Ch.64+000, the proposed road development ties into the existing N21 Single
Carriageway, which is to be widened on-line to motorway over a length of 1.5km. The
existing N21 Dual Carriageway section, west of Attyflin Junction, is incorporated within
this proposed road development, and is to be reclassified as motorway with signage
and road markings altered to suit motorway status designation.
A 600m length of the existing N21 road will become redundant where it currently curves
southward to connect to the original road (L-1427) at Rineroe / Kilgobbin.
An existing culvert, M21-C12, will be replaced with a wider and longer structure at
Chainage 63+570, which will provide a passage for wildlife under the road, with
mammal passages on both sides of the stream (refer to Tables 7.12a to 7.12d in
Chapter 7 for further biodiversity mitigation measures). OB09 is the existing N21
Monearla Overbridge (21.6m span) at Ch.64+130, for which no change is necessary.
Likewise, Culvert M21-C14 at Ch.64+500 will be retained without modification. The L1427 old road from Adare to Patrickswell will be realigned at Rineroe / Kilgobbin, over
a 300m section, as a through road, following removal of the redundant section of the
N21. This will effectively reinstate the original road prior to the opening of the proposed
road development.
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Summary of Alignment in Section D
Table 4.9
Section D, Summary of Road Alignment
From
Km

To Km

Length
(m)

Max Fill
Height
(m)

Max. Cut
Depth
(m)

50

51.3

1,300

9.5

-

51.3

51.7

400

-

51.7

52.4

700

52.4

56

56

Horizontal
Alignment

Vertical
Alignment

Features /
Location

Straight or
long radius

Up to 3.1%
gradient

Parallel to N21

5

1,000m R

1%

Blossomhill

6

-

1,440m R

Crest

Blossomhill /
Amogan Beg

3,600

-

12

1,440m R &
Straight

0.5%

Croagh
Cutting

58

2,000

10

-

Straight or
long radius

0.5%

Clonshire

58

-

-

-

-

-

-

Railway Bridge

58

60

2,000

9

-

Straight or
long radius

1%
average

Greanagh
River
Crossings

60

60.5

500

-

9

Straight or
long radius

0.5% &
Crest

Curraghbeg /
Curraghbridge

60.5

61.5

1,000

6

-

Straight or
long radius

2.27%

River Maigue /
Railway Bridge

61.5

64

2,500

12

-

Straight or
long radius

0.3% min

Adare Junction

64

65.5

1,500

-

-

Existing

Existing

N21 widening

65.5

67.5

2,000

-

-

Existing

Existing

N21 Dual to
M21

In summary, of the 14km of Section D of the proposed road development, 9.5km (68%)
will be on fill, while 4.5km (32%) will be in cutting, approx.
Table 4.10
Section

Overall Summary of Cut and Fill Section Lengths
Description

Cut (km)

A

Foynes to Ballyclogh

3.7

2.6

B

Ballyclogh to Askeaton

1.9

0

C

Ballyclogh to Rathkeale

9.3

0

D

Rathkeale to Attyflin

9.5

4.5

24.4
77%

7.1
23%

TOTAL

4.6

Fill (km)

Side Roads
Along the length of the proposed road development, the mainline intercepts numerous
roads of varying class including National Roads, Regional Roads, Local Roads and
Access Roads. These roads are referred to as side roads. Each side road that is
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affected by the proposed road development is detailed in Table 4.12 (refer to Appendix
4.2 in Volume 4 of this EIAR), together with the relevant adjacent carriageway width,
hard-strip width and approximate verge width. Side road alignment drawings are
included in Volume 3, Figures 4.50 – 4.66.
It is proposed that the side roads will be reconfigured, where necessary, to bridge over
or under the proposed road development, or to tie-in with existing or realigned roads,
where necessary. With due regard to the sometimes substantial environmental and
land-use constraints, the geometric design of the proposed alignments and layouts of
realigned side roads have been developed using the design speeds in Table 4.11, to
the extent appropriate and feasible at each location. For the local roads, the design
speeds are suitable to the existing low-speed character of these roads and will assist
to minimise any impact on the environment at those locations.
Table 4.11

Side Road Class and Desirable Design Speeds
Road Class

Desirable Design Speed (km/h)

National Roads

100

Regional Roads

85

Local Roads

42 – 70

Access Roads

30

Where side roads have existing speed restrictions, proposed speed restrictions, or are
in more built-up areas, the appropriate design speed has been established in
accordance with Table 1.2 of DN-GEO-03031. Other than realigned National Roads,
which follow the general requirements of DN-GEO-03031, the realigned Regional and
Local Roads have been designed in accordance with Chapter 10 of DN-GEO-03031.

4.7

Junctions
The following junctions and types are proposed along the mainline of the proposed
road development.
Table 4.13

Principal Junctions

Chainage

Junction Name

Type and Size

Ch. 1+000

Foynes Junction

Roundabout: 65m diameter

Ch. 7+350

Ballyclogh Junction

Roundabout: 60m diameter

Ch.11+970

Askeaton Junction

Roundabout: 60m diameter

Ch. 50+000

Rathkeale Junction North

Roundabout: 70m diameter

Ch. 50+000

Rathkeale Junction South (old
N21)

Roundabout: 60m diameter

Ch. 55+590

M21 Croagh Junction

Grade-separated Junction: Dumbbell
with 40m diameter (northern) and 60m
diameter (southern Roundabouts

Ch. 55+590

Croagh Junction South (old N21)

Roundabout: 60m diameter

Ch. 61+950

M21 Adare Junction

Grade-separated Junction: Dumbbell
with 2 x 40m diameter Roundabouts

Ch. 61+950

Adare Junction South (old N21)

Roundabout: 40m diameter
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Pedestrian and Cyclist Facilities
As the proposed road development will comprise either motorway or a protected road,
it is not intended for use by pedestrians or cyclists and, therefore, no such facilities will
be provided along the mainline.
However, the existing main roads that will be bypassed by the proposed road
development will benefit from significantly reduced traffic volumes and, as a result the
conditions on those roads, will be improved for pedestrians and cyclists, even though
formal facilities will not be provided as part of this proposed road development. The
relevant roads are as follows:
•

N69 from Foynes to Askeaton: 8.6km, with a short section of shared footpath
and cycleway at Robertstown over the existing river bridge, which is to be
widened under the proposed road development;

•

R518 from Askeaton to Rathkeale: 8.5km;

•

N69 Askeaton to Limerick: 22km; and

•

N21 from Rathkeale to Kilgobbin / Rineroe (east of Adare), over a length of
14.3km.

The combined length of existing routes with substantially reduced traffic flows amounts
to 53km.
There is an extensive local road network with low traffic flows and speeds in the areas
adjoining the proposed road development, and these minor roads provide suitable
alternative routes for walking and cycling. On the following maps (Plates 4.50 – 4.52),
proposed alternative routes for cyclists and pedestrians are shown as pink lines to
connect the main towns and villages in the wider area, mainly along suitable existing
local roads. These routes may be signposted for cyclists by Limerick City & County
Council.
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Plate 4.50

Cyclist and Pedestrian Routes in Western Area of Proposed Road
Development (Proposed road development in red and cycle routes shown in
purple)

Plate 4.51

Cyclist and Pedestrian Routes in Eastern Area of Proposed Road
Development (Proposed road development in red and cycle routes shown in
purple)

Great Southern Trail Greenway
Within west County Limerick, the existing Great Southern Trail greenway route for
pedestrians and cyclists extends for 40km from Rathkeale to Abbeyfeale. Limerick
City and County Council (LCCC) has undertaken a study of the feasibility of extending
this route eastwards from Rathkeale for 22km to Limerick City. Where the proposed
road development will interface with the former railway line near Rathkeale, provision
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has been made for the potential future greenway route, which is shown in blue on the
following map (Plate 4.52), as a continuation of the existing route, shown in green, that
extends from Rathkeale westward. The proposed road development is shown in red
on the map, and this will run alongside of and separate to the proposed greenway
extension, which will in no way be impeded or undermined by the proposed road
development. The routes shown in pink are suitable local roads that provide
complementary routes for pedestrians and cyclists, in advance of the extension of the
greenway northward from Rathkeale.

Plate 4.52

The Great Southern Greenway Trail in the Rathkeale Area

Public Transport Facilities
The proposed road development will benefit public transport services in the study area
in several ways, as follows:
a)

Removal of traffic delays at Adare will improve journey times and reliability for all
bus services along the N21 corridor, through west Limerick and to Kerry;

b)

Express bus services will avail of the new M21 Motorway between Adare and
Rathkeale for faster journey times; and

c)

Lower traffic flows along the N69 route at peak times will provide some benefits
for public transport services, where there are currently delays.
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Outline Summary of Bridge Structures
In summary, the proposed road development will require 60 new structures, consisting
of the following:
•

3 railway bridges;

•

In excess of 200m long clear-span bridge over the River Maigue at Adare

•

4 other large river bridges (over Robertstown, Deel and Greanagh);

•

18 river / stream bridges (including Ahacronane and Clonshire);

•

16 overbridges / underbridges;

•

3 overbridges / underbridges as part of junctions

•

22 underpasses; and

•

1 retaining wall.

Drawings and photomontages of the proposed structures are shown in the following
Plate 4.53 to Plate 4.63.
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Plate 4.53

Typical 3-Span Over-Bridge

Plate 4.54

Typical 2-Span Over-Bridge
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Plate 4.55

Typical Side-Road Under-Bridge

Plate 4.56

Photomontage of proposed Under-Bridge UB03 at L-1222 Creeves
Road, Graigeen

Plate 4.57

Typical Combined Culvert and Access Bridge
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Plate 4.58

Typical Railway Bridge

Plate 4.59

Typical Farm Underpass
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43

43

28

Plate 4.60a

Proposed Robertstown Bridge (UB01)

Plate 4.60b

Photomontage of Proposed Robertstown Bridge (UB01) without landscape planting and noise barriers.
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26

36

25

Plate 4.61a

Proposed River Deel Bridge (RVB01)

Plate 4.61b:

Photomontage of Proposed River Deel Bridge (RVB01) viewed from Milltown Cashel to the southwest
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Plate 4.62
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94

58

Proposed River Maigue Bridge (RVB04) – Full bridge at top and enlargement of Half Span below
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Photomontage of the proposed River Maigue Bridge (RVB04) without mitigation
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River Maigue Bridge Construction
The proposed bridge design for the River Maigue crossing was developed through
careful assessment of the biodiversity constraints within the Lower River Shannon
SAC, which extends southward along the tidal stretch of the River Maigue, as far as
the existing road bridge in Adare. Consultations with the National Parks and Wildlife
Service (NPWS) informed the design process to develop a bridge proposal that would
avoid adverse ecological impacts on the SAC, including its Qualifying Interests. There
will be some limited temporary disturbance to vegetation and topsoil within the SAC,
on the riverbanks outside of the tidal mudflats.
Consideration was given to flooding along the river channel in consultation with the
Office of Public Works (OPW). Arising from this, the proposed piers have been
positioned appropriately within the flood control embankments, and sufficient vertical
clearance is provided above the embankments for maintenance access and hydraulic
capacity.
For ecological reasons related to the SAC, the construction methodology for the
proposed River Maigue Bridge will involve limited disturbance to outer areas of the
river channel for some temporary piling for crane platforms outside the edges of the
tidal zone, where works exclusion zones are defined for biodiversity protection
measures, as outlined below. Provision is made for sheet-pile walls to be inserted into
the riverbanks outside of the tidal mudflats, which will be protected from disturbance
during the construction works. These sheet-piles will provide suitable supports for
temporary works, support props and cranes, for the erection of the bridge. The
proposed steel bridge deck can be erected in sections and connected over the river
channel, with the central span section temporarily supported by props on the banks.
To protect the water quality in the river, a temporary drainage system will be provided
at the works areas on the riverbanks, with all water directed away from the river and
into a collection system that will be fitted with suitable pollution control measures prior
to discharge to the existing drainage system that links to the river through flap-valve
outlets. These measures will protect against accidental spillages from the construction
machinery and processes from entering the river channel. Further measures will be
adopted during the pouring of concrete for the bridge deck above the steel beams so
as to prevent accidental spillages of pollutant materials directly into the river. Details
of control measures for the construction stage are outlined in the Environmental
Operating Plan (see Appendix 4.1 in Volume 4 of this EIAR).
The low-water river channel is 30m wide, which is 40m along the skew angle of the
bridge centreline alignment. On the western side of the river there is a 10m wide (13m
skew) inter-tidal zone, consisting mainly of a mud bank, where Triangular Club-rush
(Schoenoplectus triqueter; a rare, protected species of flowering plant) may grow, and
this zone will be protected fully from any works disturbance. On the eastern bank, the
inter-tidal zone is a little narrower, as the slope is a bit steeper.
The overall width of the river corridor not to be disturbed is therefore about 50m wide,
or 66m on the skew angle. To provide a small buffer zone for driving of sheet piles, a
70m clear zone is proposed for the works exclusion zone, outlined in pink on the aerial
photograph in Plate 4.64, and on a plan drawing in
Plate 4.65.
Works zones for the bridge piers and main span erection are outlined in yellow in Plate
4.64. These extend for about 10m north and south of the bridge along the riverbanks,
apart from the south-eastern corner, where additional space is provided to
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accommodate a crane platform, as shown in orange. In these zones that are within
the SAC, the topsoil will be stripped and stored in the nearby areas within the CPO, for
later reinstatement.
Access routes for each side of the bridge are shown in blue in Plate 4.64. They will
require short temporary culverts to span over the drainage ditches to the rear of the
flood bunds. The ditches will be protected by 5m wide buffer zones, as they flow into
the SAC.

Plate 4.66 shows a longitudinal section of the proposed bridge at its western side , with
the proposed limit of temporary works for the bridge construction outside the works
exclusion zone (river channel and banks). The proposed bridge drawings (Figs. 4.70
– 4.73) are shown in full A3 size in Volume 3.

Crane
Platform

Plate 4.64

River Maigue Bridge Construction Zones (shown in yellow) and Habitat
Protection Zone (shown in pink)
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Works
Exclusion
Zone

Plate 4.65

River Maigue Bridge – Erection Plan showing the Works Exclusion Zone
(Red Dashed Line) with Provision for Crane on the Eastern Riverbank

Plate 4.66

River Maigue Bridge –Section showing Construction Zone for Habitat
Protection on the Western Riverbank (to the red line)

Access footpaths for walkers and anglers will be retained for most of the time during
the works in so far as is feasible for safety reasons. Temporary footpath diversions
will be required around the bridge works areas and these may change as the bridge
erection proceeds to keep members of the public away from lifting operations.
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Road Drainage

4.10.1 General
The proposed drainage design incorporates measures to treat the surface water runoff from the paved surfaces of the proposed road development, provides for the
collection and conveyance of overland surface water flow intercepted by the proposed
road development, and provides details of the proposed treatment of existing
watercourses crossed or affected by the proposed road development.
4.10.2 The Existing Environment
The route of the proposed road development crosses many watercourses of varying
size in the Shannon Estuary catchment system. The main watercourses in the area
include the River Deel and River Maigue. Other important local watercourses include
Robertstown River, Ahacronane River, Lismakeery Stream, Clonshire River and
Greanagh River. In general, watercourses within the study area typically flow south to
north, towards the Shannon Estuary. Watercourses intercepted by the proposed road
development are listed in Tables 4.18a, b, c and d, below, and shown in Figures 4.2 to
4.24 in Volume 3.
Table 4.18a

Watercourses crossed by the proposed road development in
Section A
Location

Culvert
Ref.

Approx.
Chainage

Tributary Of.

Unnamed

Ardaneer

FR-C1

1+100

Robertstown River

Unnamed

Ardaneer

FR-C1A

1+100

Robertstown River

Unnamed

Sroolane
North

FR-C2

2+150

Robertstown River

Unnamed

Robertstown

FR-C3

2+500

Robertstown River

Unnamed

Robertstown

FR-C4

2+650

Robertstown River

Robertstown River

Robertstown

UB01

2+650

Shannon Estuary

Ahacronane River

Rincullia

FR-C5

4+440

Shannon Estuary

Unnamed

Ballyclogh

FR-C6

7+160

Lismakeery Stream

Watercourse Name

Table 4.18b

Watercourses crossed by the proposed road development in
Section B
Location

Culvert
Ref.

Approx.
Chainage

Tributary Of.

Unnamed

Ballyclogh

FR-C7A

10+050

Lismakeery Stream

Unnamed

Ballyclogh

FR-C7

10+150

Lismakeery Stream

Lismakeery Stream

Ballycullen

FR-C8A

10+050

Shannon Estuary

Lismakeery Stream

Ballycullen

FR-C8

10+300

Shannon Estuary

Unnamed

Ballycullen

FR-C9

10+950

Lismakeery Stream

Unnamed

Cloonreask

FR-C10

11+650

Lismakeery Stream

Watercourse Name
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Watercourses crossed by the proposed road development in
Section C

Watercourse Name

Location

Culvert
Ref.

Approx.
Chainage

Tributary Of.

Lismakeery Stream

Ballyclogh

FR-C11

20+970

Shannon Estuary

Unnamed

Baunreagh

FR-C12

21+950

Lismakeery Stream

Unnamed

Baunreagh

FR-C12A

22+550

Lismakeery Stream

River Deel

Boolaglass

RVB01

24+010

Shannon Estuary

Unnamed

Boolaglass

FR-C14

24+350

River Deel

Doohyle Stream

Boolaglass
Graigeen
Kyletaun

FR-C15
UB04
FR-C26

24+500
27+000
28+250

River Deel

Unnamed

Bullaun

FR-C16

24+950

River Deel

Unnamed

Feeagh

FR-C23

25+900

River Deel

Unnamed

Graigeen

FR-C24

26+325

River Deel

Unnamed

Kyletaun

FR-C27

28+670

River Deel

Unnamed

Kyletaun

FR-C28

29+000

River Deel

Table 4.18d

Watercourses crossed by the proposed road development in
Section D

Watercourse Name

Location

Culvert
Ref.

Approx.
Chainage

Tributary Of.

Unnamed

Rathkeale

M21-C1

50+750

Doohyle Lough

Unnamed

Rathkeale

M21-C1A

50+800

Doohyle Lough

Unnamed

Rathkeale

M21-C2

51+025

Doohyle Lough

Clonshire River

Clonshire More

M21-C3

56+570

Greanagh River

Greanagh River (A)

Rower More

RVB02

58+175

River Maigue

Greanagh River (B)

Kilknockan

RVB03

59+250

River Maigue

Unnamed

Kilknockan

M21-C6C

59+600

Greanagh River

Unnamed

Kilknockan

M21-C6A

59+620

Greanagh River

Unnamed

Kilknockan

M21-C6

59+645

Greanagh River

Unnamed

Kilknockan

M21-C6B

59+650

Greanagh River

Unnamed

Islandea

M21-C7

60+695

Greanagh River

Unnamed

Islandea

M21-C7A

60+695

Greanagh River

Unnamed

Islandea

M21-C8

60+830

River Maigue

Unnamed

Islandea

M21-C9

60+840

River Maigue

River Maigue

Islandea

RVB04

60+925

Shannon Estuary

Unnamed

Mondellihy

M21-C11

62+310

River Maigue

Unnamed

Monearla

M21-C12

63+570

River Maigue

Unnamed

Kilgobbin

M21-C13

63+750

River Maigue
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Groundwater Conditions
There are four aquifers traversed by the proposed road development, with the majority
lying within a Regionally Important Karstified Aquifer. The aquifer types that are
encountered from west to east along the route of the proposed road development are
shown in the Table 4.19, below, and described further in Chapter 9 (Hydrogeology).
Table 4.19:

Location of Aquifers along Proposed Road Development
Chainage

Length
(km)

Max. Cut or Fill
(Depth m)

A-1
C-1
C-2

1+000 – 3+625
25+050 – 25+525
28+400 – 29+100
Total

2.6
0.5
0.7
3.8

8m Cut/13m Fill
6m Fill
11m Fill

A-2
A-3
B-1
C-3
C-4
C-5

3+625 – 5+100
5+100 - 7+300
10+000 – 11+925
20+000 – 25+050
25+525 – 28+400
29+100 – 29+250
Total

1.5
2.2
1.9
5
2.9
0.2
13.7

6m Cut/9m Fill
19m Cut/7m Fill
7m Fill
8m Fill
10m Fill
11m Fill

D-1
D-2
D-3
D-4

50+000 – 50+650
51+850 – 51+950
58+900 – 61+800
63+700 – 65+500
Total

0.6
0.1
2.9
1.8
5.4

10m Fill
4m Fill
9m cut / 9m Fill
0m Cut or Fill

D-5
D-6
D-7
D-8
D-9
D-10

50+650 – 51+300
51+300 - 51+850
51+950 – 52+400
52+400 - 56+100
56+100 – 58+900
61+800 – 63+700
Total

0.7
0.5
0.4
3.7
2.8
1.9
10

10m Fill
5m Cut
6m Fill
12m Cut
10m Fill
3m Cut / 12m Fill

Section /
Reference

Aquifer Type
Locally Important Aquifer
Bedrock which is
Moderately Productive
only in Local Zones (LI)

Regionally Important
Aquifer
Karstified bedrock (RKd)

Locally Important Aquifer
Bedrock which is
Moderately Productive
only in Local Zones (LI)

Regionally Important
Aquifer
Karstified bedrock (RKd)

Most of the proposed road development crosses aquifers on fill, with cuttings in six
locations, of which four (A-2, D-3, D-6 and D-10) are through locally isolated small hills,
which would be above general ground water level. There are two large and long
cuttings (A-3, up to 19m depth over 2.2km length, and D-8, up to 12m depth over 3.7m
length) that may affect aquifers. The potential impacts of these cuttings are addressed
in Chapter 9. At other locations along the proposed road development crossed on fill,
the potential impacts for groundwater quality at aquifers are addressed in Chapter 10.
In general terms, the proposed drainage systems for the road development, as
described in this section of the EIAR have been developed to protect groundwater
resources from pollution by surface water run-off from the proposed road development.
4.10.3 Carriageway Drainage
The principal objectives for the road drainage system for the proposed road
development include:
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a)

To ensure the speedy removal of surface water from the road pavement in order
to provide safe driving conditions;

b)

To mimic, in as far as is practical, the existing road drainage regime, particularly
in relation to run-off rates and watercourse outfalls, while at the same time
providing improved water quality treatment by means of wetland ponds prior to
discharge;

c)

To ensure that the impact of the drainage outfalls on the receiving waters is
negligible;

d)
e)

To minimise the impact of runoff on the receiving environment; and
To provide effective sub-surface drainage to maximise longevity of the road
pavement and associated earthworks.

The design of road drainage for the proposed road development is in accordance with
the following TII Standards and the UK Construction Industry Research and
Information Association (CIRIA) Guidelines:
•

DN-DNG-03065 - Road Drainage and the Water Environment;

•

DN-DNG-03022 - Drainage Systems for National Roads;

•

DN-DNG-03066 - Design of Earthworks Drainage, Network Drainage,
Attenuation & Pollution Control;

•

DN-DNG-03063 - Vegetated Drainage Systems for Road Runoff;

•

C532 - Control of water pollution from construction sites. Guidance for
consultants and contractors (CIRIA, 2001); and

•

C648 - Control of Water Pollution from Linear Construction Projects. Technical
Guidance (CIRIA, 2006).

In addition to the above-stated standards, consultation with the OPW and the Shannon
River Basin District section of Inland Fisheries Ireland (IFI) has included additional
requirements within the proposed road development.
4.10.4 Road Surface Water Runoff
The assessment of the road drainage system is based on the Modified Rational
Method as described in Road Note 35 (Guidelines for Road Drainage), the Wallingford
Procedure, and in the recently updated version of DN-DNG-03022 of the TII Standards.
The drainage design can accommodate, a one in 1-year storm event with a max.
rainfall intensity of 50mm per hour. The design is checked against a one in five-year
storm to ensure that surcharge levels do not exceed the levels of chamber covers.
Each section of road has two areas contributing to runoff flow, namely runoff from
paved surfaces and runoff from unpaved surfaces such as verges and cut/fill slopes.
Cut-off drains or channels will be provided to intercept the overland flow from the
adjacent lands where they fall towards the proposed road development at the following
locations:
(a)

top of cutting slopes, where the adjoining land slopes towards the cutting; and

(b)

bottom of embankment slopes, where the adjoining land slopes towards the
embankment.

These cut-off drains will discharge to existing watercourses, where the topography
permits and to the road drainage system in areas with no suitable outfall location.
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Where the road is in cut, ditches that are severed by the proposed road development
will be collected by the cut-off drains and diverted to existing channels or drains.
Drainage of Side Roads
Where gradients allow, the surface water run-off from side roads within the proposed
road development will be discharged via the proposed mainline drainage system. At
locations where such arrangements are not possible, in particular due to existing road
tie–in levels and gradients, the surface water run-off from side roads or sections thereof
will continue to discharge to the local road drainage system or into the overland runoff drainage system.
In most cases, there will be no significant change for the drainage of side roads in
terms of net road surface areas, but the discharge point and flow directions may be
modified in a few locations where, for instance, the side road is realigned onto
embankment to bridge over the proposed road development.
4.10.5 Road Drainage Outfalls to Receiving Waters
All outfalls from the proposed road drainage system will be attenuated prior to
discharge to the receiving watercourse. The attenuation system has been designed
to accommodate a 1 in 100-year rainfall event to achieve green-field run-off rates.
Flow Attenuation
Flow attenuation is provided by limiting the peak flow from the road drainage run-off,
using a flow restricting device upstream of the outlet to a receiving waterbody. This
will necessitate provision of temporary storage of the surface water run-off in
attenuation ponds and detention basins. Storage in attenuation features will be
provided upstream of the flow restriction.
Attenuation Ponds
A typical attenuation pond is shown in Plate 4.67. In total, 42 attenuation ponds will
be provided along the length of the proposed road development, as shown in Figures
4.2 – 4.24 in Volume 3. Most ponds will be located beside outfalls at watercourses,
dispersed at frequent intervals along the proposed road development. However, for
long catchment sections, such as the 3.6km long cutting between Km 52.4 at Amogan
Beg and Km 56 at Clonshire More, there will a series of four attenuation ponds in a
chain so as prevent excessive concentration of discharge flows towards the Clonshire
River outfall. The attenuation system will operate in tandem with standard pollution
control measures to intercept and trap floating hydrocarbon pollutants, as well as
allowing sediment and suspended solid pollutants to settle at the bottom. There will
be a series of four attenuation ponds in a chain so as to prevent emission of pollutants.
The pond shapes and orientation take account of the local topography and
environment and are designed to appear natural and aesthetically unobtrusive. Ponds
are designed with soft geometries with curved boundaries and undulating margins,
rather than straight lines and hard edges. For biodiversity reasons, attenuation ponds
are generally designed to retain a permanent depth of water that will sustain marshy
plant types and various species of fauna, so as to add to the local ecology. With
suitably flat side-slopes (1:5), there is no need for protective fencing.
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Typical Attenuation Pond (in winter and before full vegetation growth)

Detention Basins
A typical detention basin is shown in Plate 4.68, and is suited to locations close to the
road edge within the clear zone for potentially errant vehicles, especially where the
feature may be parallel to the road. These basins are normally dry and fill to a max.
water depth of less than 20 cm so as not to present a hazard for traffic.

Plate 4.68

Typical Flood Detention Basin

In a small number of locations along the route of the proposed road development, it is
proposed to provide detention basins in narrow corridors, such as those indicated
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between the proposed road and the Foynes-Limerick Railway Line, to the north, in the
vicinity of the Adare Junction, as shown in Plate 4.69, below.

Detention
Basin

Plate 4.69

Proposed Flood Detention Basins at Adare Junction

Drainage Ditches
The traditional form of road drainage is an open ditch, as shown in Plate 4.70, which
will be the default drainage facility provided on the proposed road development. Such
ditches convey surface water slowly, but do not provide storage as do detention basins.
These ditches will be generally located at the toe of embankments, which is the most
common arrangement for this proposed road development, of which over 77% of the
total length crosses flat low-lying terrain largely on road embankment
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Road Drainage Ditch

Swales in Cuttings
Where the proposed road development is in cutting (over 23% of the total length), the
proposed drainage system will mainly consist of swales at the rear of the verges, as
shown in the example in Plate 4.71. These swales are passively safe for errant
vehicles and do not require safety barrier protection. However, the rock face in the
image below would require safety barrier protection as it is located within the clear
zone from the road edge.
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Typical Drainage Swale below a rock cutting face (under construction
and prior to installation of the safety barrier).

Water Quality
Where granular channels or filter drains are used for road drainage, these will assist
in filtering the suspended solids and sediment from the road drainage run-off. Where
kerb and gully arrangements are used, the gullies will contain silt traps to collect the
sediment. As applies on all national roads in Ireland, appropriate maintenance
arrangements will ensure that the drainage system is monitored and cleared out, as
necessary, to ensure it continues to function properly (i.e. to protect water quality at
the outfalls).
Groundwater Protection in Karst Areas
As described in Chapter 8 (Soils and Geology), there is karstified limestone at various
locations in the west / central County Limerick region, mainly towards the eastern end
of the proposed road development, but no surface karst features are recorded along
the route of the proposed road development. Nonetheless, the ground investigations
indicated some evidence of voids and soil infilling within the bedrock at Mulderricksfield
in Section A, where a deep road cutting is proposed.
Where karst is present along the route of a new road, there is potential for the road
drainage to infiltrate into the ground and possibly pollute the groundwater, which may
be a source for drinking water in the surrounding area. It is, therefore, best practice to
incorporate sealed drainage systems in such locations to avoid this risk.
The potential for exposure to karst limestone in the proposed road development is
confined to the two deeper cuttings at Mulderricksfield, at the western end of Section
A, and at Croagh in Section D. Provision of lined drainage swales will protect against
potential ingress of surface water run-off from the proposed road development into the
underlying aquifers at these cuttings.
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Most of the proposed road development will be constructed on fill (77% of the total
length), and there will be no need for lining of toe-drainage ditches where the
overburden is greater than 5m depth of low-permeability soil. These conditions apply
along most of the length of the proposed road development, except for some localised
places, such as at Rincullia (Km4.3) on Section A, near the Ahacronane River, and
along Section B between Ballycullen and Askeaton, where bedrock is exposed on the
ground surface in many places. In these locations, the drainage ditches and
attenuation features will require impermeable linings.
Water Quality Improvement Systems
Discharges of road drainage run-off will pass through a water quality improvement
system. This is incorporated into the design of the attenuation ponds. In areas of high
aquifer vulnerability, the main body of the attenuation ponds will be lined with cohesive
material or an impermeable liner and outlet by infiltration will not be permitted.
The attenuation ponds will be suitably planted to promote the removal of contaminants
by phytoremediation. Further treatment is provided in the main body of the attenuation
ponds, with a permanent water depth of approximately 200mm retained at the base of
the pond to prevent the re-suspension of silt when flood waters enter the pond during
storm events.
Measures to prevent contamination of watercourses during construction of the
proposed road development, and to mitigate any potential associated impacts will be
required. These measures and the minimum level of protection required have been
set out in the Environmental Operating Plan in Appendix 4.1 in Volume 4 of this EIAR.
It will be a requirement of the construction contract that these protection and mitigation
measures are fully implemented by the successful Contractor.
Maintenance Access to Attenuation Features
To facilitate access for maintenance and emptying of the ponds and water quality
improvement facilities, vehicular access has been provided for occasional use.
Vehicular access to the attenuation / treatment systems has been provided from the
local road network, where possible. Where accesses are to be situated off the
proposed mainline, they shall be gated, with gates set back a minimum of 10m from
the rear of the mainline verge, to permit vehicles to pull off the new road without
encroaching on the carriageway. It is expected that requirements for vehicular access
for maintenance will be infrequent and will be insignificant in terms of traffic operations
on the Protected Road and Motorway sections of the proposed road development.
Accidental Spillage Protections
All pollution control facilities and attenuation areas will be fitted with a penstock or
similar restriction at the outfall to the receiving channel. Such devices can be used to
contain pollutants within the pond in the event of an accidental spillage. A risk
assessment to quantify the likelihood of a serious accidental spillage has been carried
out in accordance with the TII DN-DNG-03065. When considering the risk of spillages
from a road, and potential pollution to the receiving environment, TII DN-DNG-03065
recommends that:
•

The calculated spillage risk return period must not be greater than 1 in 100 years;

•

The calculated spillage risk return period must not be greater than 1 in 200 years,
where spillage could affect protected areas for conservation, important drinking
water supplies or important commercial activities; and

•

The spillage risk from existing outfalls must not be increased.
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The spillage assessment carried out for the proposed road development demonstrates
a very low magnitude of risk for individual or grouped catchment outfalls and shows
the overall predicted annual probability of a serious pollution incident for the entire
proposed road development to be < 0.4% before the mitigation effect of standard
protective measures are considered.
The Environmental Operating Plan for the construction phase of the proposed road
development (see Appendix 4.1 in Volume 4 of this EIAR) includes measures to
address accidental spillages, should they occur during the proposed works.
4.10.6 Watercourse Crossings
The route of the proposed road development crosses a large number of watercourses
of varying size along its length. It is proposed that these watercourses are either
crossed using bridges or culverting, depending on the size of the watercourse and also
environmental and ecological requirements. In many cases, the flow capacity
requirements have not determined structural clearances, so these have been arranged
to accommodate mammal passages along the banks of the watercourse, and / or
bottomless structures, so as not to disturb the bed in the interests of aquatic ecology.
The design of culverts for the proposed road development is in accordance with the
principles outlined below in accordance with the TII and CIRIA Standards:
•

DN-DNG-03064 - Drainage of Runoff from Natural Catchments;

•

DN-DNG-03065 - Road Drainage and the Water Environment;

•

DN-DNG-03071 - Design of Outfall and Culvert Details; and

•

C689 - Culvert Design and Operation Guide (CIRIA, 2010).

Culverts will either take the form of a concrete pipe (for small drains and ditches) or
concrete boxes (for streams and minor watercourses). Culverts have been sized to
convey the 1% Annual Exceedance Probability (AEP) flow with an allowance of +20%
for climate change and have a minimum freeboard of 300mm.
All culverts have been designed with a minimum of 300mm embedment to allow for
the provision of natural bed material along their length. In many cases, it was
determined to be preferable to provide bottomless culverts in order to maintain the
existing channel bed, for reasons of aquatic ecology, and this has been provided for in
the arrangements of the relevant watercourse crossings.
4.10.7 Watercourse Diversions
Where possible, watercourse diversions have been avoided, but some are necessary
to avoid excessively long culvert crossings, and these are shown in Figures 10.3 –
10.12 in Volume 3.
4.10.8 Flooding
The proposed road development passes through a number of floodplain areas
associated with the Robertstown River, the River Deel at Boolaglass, the River
Greanagh at two locations to the west of Adare, and the River Maigue to the north of
Adare. The River Deel floodplain is from fluvial sources only, but the other floodplain
crossings can be attributed to both fluvial and tidal sources.
At the four locations of floodplain crossings, the vertical clearances to the bridges are
considerably greater than necessary for flood capacity so as to accommodate typically
2.5m headroom for access along the riverbanks. This means that the road sits on
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significant embankment through these areas and could have the potential to displace
existing floodwaters and worsen flooding elsewhere, unless appropriate mitigation
measures are incorporated into the design. In the case of the River Deel crossing, the
proposed bridge has been designed with a 3-span arrangement and wide clearances
on the riverbanks to avoid risk of floodwater displacement. At the Greanagh and
Maigue crossings, the main source of localised flooding is tidal water rising from the
Shannon Estuary, downstream to the north. In these cases, the proposed additional
road embankments may provide some further protection against tidal floodwaters
penetrating further inland, and they will not contribute to increased flood risk.
In order to assess the potential impact of the construction of the proposed road
development through the floodplains, three scenarios were assessed:
•

The existing (base) scenario;

•

Proposed road development without mitigation scenario; and

•

Proposed road development with mitigation scenario.

Mitigation measures employed to alleviate the impact of the proposed road
development include increasing the size and number of culverts through the
embankments of the proposed road development to provide additional connectivity,
ensuring that bridge structures do not impede flow and the provision of flood
compensation attenuation ponds to accommodate the 1 in 100-year storm event will
mitigate the impacts of potential for future weather disasters, attenuating run off to
greenfield rates. The risks of major accidents and / or disasters are discussed further
in Chapter 10 and Chapter 17 (Interactions and Cumulative Effects).

4.11

Earthworks and Pavement

4.11.1. Ground Investigations
Ground investigations were undertaken during the development of the design of the
proposed road development between October 2016 and January 2019. The scope of
the investigations was to determine the soil, bedrock and groundwater conditions and
to establish the presence of any contaminants along the route corridor.
4.11.2. Earthworks Quantities
The construction stage of the proposed road development will generate 415,000m3 of
topsoil. This material will be reused in the landscaping for the proposed road
development, and it is not anticipated that there will be a requirement to dispose of any
surplus of this type of material. Table 4.20 presents the cumulative earthworks
quantities for the proposed road development, assuming full excavation and
replacement of soft ground. Although ground improvement options may be considered
at two locations where depths of soft estuarine silts and lake sediments approach 6m
(Ch.1+300 and 29+000), the earthworks quantities for full excavation and replacement
have been presented in Table 4.20, as this is the worst-case scenario.
Earthworks Balance and Mass Haul within Sections of the Proposed Road
Development
Section A contains two small cuttings and one major cutting, predominantly in rock at
Ch.5+150 to 6+400, with modest volumes of fill or soft ground replacement, which
results in a significant general fill surplus of c. 1.0 million m3. This surplus cut material
can be transported eastwards to Section B and southwards to Section C. The source
of this surplus is from the major cutting, which is located 1km west of the Ballyclogh
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junction and, therefore, will be hauled for up to 6km within the site of the proposed road
development.
A localised earthworks balance will be achieved between Foynes and Robertstown
over a distance of 1.5km. East of Robertstown, rock fill will be hauled for 2.5km from
the major cutting at Mulderricksfield. Section B is a relatively short 1.9km link road to
Askeaton mostly constructed on fill embankment with a general fill deficit of 0.22 million
m3. This material will be transported up to 3 km from the cutting at Mulderricksfield in
Section A. Section C is largely on embankment with soft ground volumes of nearly
50,000 m3 and has a large fill deficit of 1.75 million m3. Surplus cut material will be
transported a moderate distance of up to 6km from Section A.
Overall within Sections A, B and C, there should be a localised earthworks balance
west of the River Deel crossing, with some material to be hauled across the river as
far as Graigeen. The southern 3km section of Section C from Graigeen towards
Rathkeale is likely to be constructed using 0.85 million m3 of imported fill material
hauled from quarries in the wider region and delivered to the works site directly from
the N21 at Rathkeale, or from the R518 regional road at Graigeen. The potential
construction traffic impacts that may arise from the import of earthworks materials
during the construction phase are addressed in Sections 4.16.8 and 4.16.9. Such
traffic will be combined to suitable national and regional roads and will not be permitted
to travel along local roads.
Section D from Rathkeale to Adare has a significant rock cutting at Ch.52+400 to
56+000, which will provide most of the fill material for 10km of embankment and soft
ground replacement volumes of 90,000 m3 further east. The net earthworks balance
in Section D results in a general fill deficit of 0.27 million m3. Most of this deficit will
arise for the 3.5km of the proposed road development east of the River Maigue, and
is likely to be constructed using imported fill material hauled from quarries in the wider
region and delivered to the works site directly from the N21 at the proposed Adare
Junction at Gortaganniff. Earthworks haulage will have no impact on the Lower River
Shannon SAC at the River Maigue.
Earthworks Balance
The total fill volume required for the proposed road development is 4.0 million m3
inclusive of capping material, soft ground replacement and topsoil.
The total cut volume within the site of the proposed road development is 2.7 million m3
of suitable material, plus 0.3 million m3 of unsuitable material. Rock will account for
70% of the suitable cut material.
Overall, the proposed road development has a significant earthworks deficit of 1.15
million m3 of general fill, which is likely to be largely sourced from quarries in the
surrounding region, as described in Section 4.16.8, and hauled to site along the main
road network including the N21 and regional roads, such as the R518 Rathkeale to
Askeaton road. The main fill requirements for import materials arises in the 6km
central section of the proposed road development in the vicinity of Rathkeale, including
the southern 4km of Section C and the western 2km of Section D. Potential traffic
impacts associated with the import of earthworks materials are described in Section
4.16.9.
In addition to the general fill material to be imported, road foundation construction will
require 150,000m3 of capping material, which could largely be sourced from rocks
obtained from cuttings in Sections A and D or could be imported from quarries in the
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region. In the context of the earthworks deficit on the proposed road development, the
capping material will add to the volume of material to be imported to the site.
The overall earthworks fill deficit of the proposed road development, including capping,
is circa 1.3 million m3.
The volume of unsuitable earthworks material is expected to be about 10% of the total
excavated materials. This will include the upper layers of weathered soils generally
along the site, and some localised soft spots beneath the road formation, that will be
excavated and replaced with stronger material. This is a small proportion compared
to most similar road construction developments and can be utilised for non-structural
fill purposes within the proposed road development. All unsuitable material from
excavations, including soft ground beneath embankments, will be deposited on-site,
for the outer slopes of embankments and in landscaping works. There will be no
requirement to export waste soil materials from the site of the proposed road
development.
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Earthworks Volumes
1

2

3

4

5

5

7

8

9

Balance
(m3)

Capping (m3)

Topsoil Strip & Reuse (m3)

1,060,000

20,000

95,000

Section B
Ch. 10+000 – Ch. 11+940

-

-

-

-

220,000

-

220,000

- 220,000

-

20,000

Section C
Ch. 20+000 - Ch. 29+260

50,000

0

0

0

1,700,000

50,000

1,750,000

- 1,750,000

30,000

100,000

Section D
Ch. 50+000 – Ch. 65+550

190,000

500,000

600,000

1,100,000

1,250,000

90,000

1,340,000

- 240,000

100,000

200,000

TOTAL (rounded)

320,000

800,000

1,900,000

2,700,0000

3,700,000

150,000

3,8500,000

-1,150,000

150,000

415,000

Net (m3)

12%
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2,700,000

(5-7)

540,000

Suitable Cut minus Fill

10,000

(6+7)

530,000

Total General Fill

Fill to replace soft ground

1,600,000

(3+4)

1,300,000

Total suitable Material

300,000

(Part of 2 +)

80,000

Unsuitable Material

Section A
Ch. 1+000 – Ch. 7+320

Chainage

Embankments

Other (m3)

Rock

Fill (m3)

10

Suitable Soil

Cut (m3)

6

-1,300,000
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Soft Soils
There will be a moderate amount of peat, soft alluvium and estuarine / marine silts,
plus other unacceptable material, amounting to 320,000m3, generated from both
excavate and replace operations to a suitable bearing stratum for embankment
formation and from unsuitable soils derived from the upper layers at-grade and in
cuttings. These materials may be deposited as general non-structural fill along the
edges of the proposed road development. Refer to section 8.4.2.7 of Chapter 8 for
further information.
Road Pavement
The volume of pavement materials for Section D, with a 21.6m paved width, over a
length of 14km, will be up to 170,000m3.
On the Type 2 Dual Carriageway sections of the proposed road development (Sections
A & C; with a 16.5m paved width, over a length of 15.6km), the volume of pavement
materials for will be approximately 100,000m3.
On the Type 1 Single Carriageway Askeaton Link and N21 West connection at
Rathkeale, with 12.3m wide pavement, over a length of 2.5km, the volume of
pavements materials will be approximately 10,000m3.
Pavement materials for side roads will add a further 30,000m3, bringing the overall total
volume of road pavement materials to 310,000m3.

4.12

Fencing and Safety Barriers
Recent changes to the TII Design Standard for Safety Barriers and the introduction of
the forgiving roadsides now classify fencing as a hazard where it is located within the
clear zone. As such, where fencing is located within the clear-zone, the fencing will
be of timber post and tension mesh construction as indicated in Plate 4.72, below. At
locations beyond the clear-zone the fence may be of timber post and rail construction,
with PVC coated chain-link as indicated in Plate 4.73, below.

Plate 4.72
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Typical Timber Post and Tension Mesh Fence
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Typical Timber Post and Rail Fence

Where boundaries at dwelling houses are removed as part of the works, they will
generally be replaced on a like-for-like basis, subject to final agreement on
accommodation works with individual property owners.
The proposed road development has been designed in accordance with the principals
of forgiving roadsides and with cognisance of the requirements of the latest DN-REQ03034 Safety Barrier design standard. Not all hazards can be eliminated within the
design, or relocated outside the clear zone, as such safety barriers will be required as
part of the proposed road development.

4.13

Signage and Lighting

4.13.1 Signage
Directional Signs and Regulatory Signs shall be provided in accordance with the Traffic
Signs Manual, as published by the Department of Transport (2019). The proposed
road development will be provided with Advanced Directional Signs at the approaches
to each junction, to advise drivers on directions to regional and local destinations.
Bypassed communities, such as Rathkeale, Croagh and Adare, will be signposted
from the appropriate junctions.
White-on-brown tourist signage panels will be provided, where appropriate, in the
standard form, with the name of the town / village and symbols to highlight facilities
and features likely to be of interest to tourists. The design of tourist signage and the
confirmation of destinations to be included along the proposed road development shall
be agreed in conjunction with LCCC and in accordance with the TII Policy on the
Provision of Tourist and Leisure Signage on National Roads (2011).
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4.13.2 Lighting
The rural road links of the proposed road development will not be lit, and road lighting
will be confined to all roundabout junctions and immediate approaches.

4.14

Utilities / Services

4.14.1 Electricity Lines
Electricity – 220kV Transmission Line at Nantinan
In consultation with ESB Networks (ESBN) it has been determined that the existing
220kV transmission line at Ch. 25+050 will require raising to provide adequate
clearance for the electricity lines crossing the proposed road development. To achieve
this, a new replacement tower will be required adjacent to the proposed road
development. The existing tower is approximately 24m in height, with the new
replacement tower up to 34m in height. Plate 4.74 shows the location of the existing
tower and proposed new tower. Plate 4.75 shows the existing tower.

Plate 4.74

Proposed 220kV Transmission Line Alteration at Nantinan

Plate 4.75

Exiting 220kV Tower to be replaced at Nantinan
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Plate 4.76 shows a typical detail of the proposed new tower.
The new tower will be situated within the lands being acquired for the proposed road
development, which can accommodate the new foundations, tower, temporary works,
cranes required for the alteration, and space for the removal of the existing tower.
Access to the towers for construction will be via local road access and through the
lands being acquired as part of the proposed road development, while long-term
maintenance access will be via the mainline of the proposed road development.
Due to the long lead-in times required for undertaking the alteration, ordering of the
new towers and scheduling of summertime outages, it is anticipated that the alteration
works required may form part of an advance works contract. ESB Networks will be
coordinating these works in conjunction with Eirgrid, for outages. Lands have been
incorporated within the CPO to accommodate these alteration works. Documentation
in support of a Circuit Alteration Request (CAR) for these required alterations has been
prepared and issued to ESB Networks.
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Proposed New 220kV Tower

Electricity – 110kV Transmission Lines
Existing 110kV transmission lines are located at the following locations along the
proposed road development where some works to lines and poles will be required to
facilitate road crossing:
•

Ch. 5+420;

•

Ch. 11+085;

•

Ch. 26+710 - New and altered poles. Existing poles are 17 – 18m in height.
New poles to be raised to 21m above ground level.
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Plate 4.77 shows the planned alteration at Ch.26+710.

Plate 4.77

Proposed 110kV Transmission Line Alteration at Ch. 26+710

Plate 4.78 and Plate 4.79, below, show the existing pole-sets.

Plate 4.78
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Exiting 110kV Poles to West of Mainline at Ch. 26+710

Plate 4.80 below shows a typical detail of the proposed pole-sets.
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Proposed new 110kV Pole-Set

At Ch. 26+710, two new timber pole-sets, up to 21 metres in height, will be required to
raise the lines to provide sufficient clearance. The existing poles are proposed to be
removed as part of the alterations, as shown. The alterations will be accommodated
within the lands being acquired for the proposed road development, which can
accommodate the new foundations, pole-sets, temporary works, cranes required for
the alteration and space for the removal of the existing poles. Access to the poles for
construction will be via local road access and through the lands being acquired as part
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of the proposed road development, while long-term maintenance access will be via
access from the local road network.
Due to the long lead-in times required for undertaking the alteration, ordering of the
new towers and scheduling of summertime outages, it is anticipated that the alteration
works required may form part of an advance works contract. ESB Networks will be
coordinating these works in conjunction with Eirgrid, for outages. Lands have been
incorporated within the CPO to accommodate these alteration works. Documentation
in support of a Circuit Alteration Request (CAR) for these required alterations has been
prepared and issued to ESB Networks.
Electricity – 38kV Distribution Lines
Existing 38kV power lines are located at the following locations, where some
alterations will be required:
•

Ch.11+940 Askeaton Roundabout;

•

Ch.22+095;

•

Ch.29+010;

•

Ch.50+080 to 51+525; and

•

Ch.64+425.

Similar to the 220kV and 110kV diversions, the lead-in periods required for service
shutdowns to relocate these lines can be long. It is anticipated that these poles may
be relocated in advance of the main construction contract or work to be managed by
the main contractor, depending on the anticipated start date of the contract.
Electricity – 10kV and 20kV Distribution Lines
There are a number of conflicts between 10kV and 20kV lines and the route of the
proposed road development. It is proposed that overhead electricity lines along the
mainline, where possible, will be diverted under embankment or down along cuttings
under the carriageway, by the provision of 2 x 125mm ducts or similar, as required at
each location. The installation of the ducts will be by the contractor, with the services
being switched over to ESBN on completion of the ducting.
4.14.2 Gas Mains
Gas Networks Ireland Transmission
There are a number of crossings of existing Gas Networks Ireland (GNI) Transmission
Lines and the route of the proposed road development at the following locations:
•

Ch.4+190;

•

Ch.10+050, along the L1220;

•

Ch.10+270;

•

Ch.11+940, under the existing N69 west of the Askeaton Roundabout;

•

Ch.22+475;

•

Ch.23+710;

•

Ch. 26+200;

•

Ch. 54+770; and

•

Ch. 64+150.
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At two locations, at Rincullia (Ch.4+190) and to the north-east of Croagh Village
(Ch.54+700), diversions of a high-pressure gas main will be required. At each of these
locations lands have been incorporated within the CPO for the proposed road
development to enable the construction of a bypass of the existing main and provide
working space for the diversion of the gas main under the proposed road cutting. It is
anticipated that the diversion works required will form part of an advance works
contract.
The other high-pressure gas mains are under embankments or existing roads and do
not require diversions. The contractor for the main contract will be required to provide
protection slabs or other forms of protection as required by GNI prior to undertaking
any other road construction works on-line or adjacent to the GNI Transmission Lines.
Gas Networks Ireland Distribution
There are a number of conflicts between GNI distribution mains and the route of the
proposed road development. In most cases, it is proposed to retain the mains in their
existing condition with full protection during the work. Where a diversion of the mains
within the road verge is required, the contractor for the main construction contract will
be required to liaise with GNI with regard to the latter undertaking these diversions on
behalf of the contractor.
4.14.3 Foul Water Drainage
It is proposed that all of the diversion of the foul water drainage will be undertaken as
part of the main works contract. Most of the works will require the raising of manholes
and the construction of protection slabs. However, diversions are required at some
locations.
4.14.4 Water Mains
There are a number of water mains along the route of the proposed road development
that will need to be diverted as part of the main construction contract.
4.14.5 Telecommunications
Eir is the predominant telecommunication service provider impacted as part of the
proposed road development. The customer service network is supplied largely by
overhead and underground copper cables of varying size. These cables, where
affected by the proposed road development, will be diverted by Eir. A fibre optic cable
operated by BT is located within the footprint of the Foynes-Limerick Railway Line, as
well as along the disused spur of the former railway line back to Rathkeale. This cable
will be diverted or protected as part of the main works contract.
4.14.6 Service Areas and Laybys
No service area is proposed along the 14km length of the proposed M21 Motorway,
which is too short for such consideration. Drivers may avail of existing services in the
towns and villages adjoining the three junctions along the proposed road development.
A HGV Service Area, is proposed at the western terminal of the proposed road
development at Shannon-Foynes Port, in accordance with the requirements of the EU
TEN-T Directive, as per Plate 4.81. This service area will provide parking for up to 35
HGVs and 10 other vehicles, and will provide some basic facilities for drivers, including
toilets, showers and a small common room. Additional food and accommodation
services are available nearby in Foynes village, whose main street is located just over
1km from the proposed service area. Water supply will be from the public mains system
which is located along the access road to the port. Sewerage will be treated on site
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within a self-contained treatment plant accommodating the flows from the service area.
A new footpath with public lighting will be provided as part of the proposed road
development to connect the facility to the village.
The service area will have a security fence and controlled access to prevent
unauthorised entry by the general public. The service area has been designed in
accordance with TII Standard DN-GEO-03028 as a Type 1 (Terminal) Service Area.
Public lighting will be provided for security reasons at night.

Plate 4.81

Indicative Layout for Proposed HGV Service Area at Shannon-Foynes
Port.

A Garda Enforcement Layby will be provided on the proposed M21 Motorway at
Ch.53+500, between the Rathkeale and Croagh Junctions. Several other laybys will
be provided along the protected road from Rathkeale to Foynes as shown on the
drawings in Volume 3 (Ch.3+900, Ch.5+900, Ch.22+150, Ch.26+400 and Ch.26+600).

4.15

Land Acquisition
The provision of the proposed road development requires the acquisition of land for a
variety of purposes including:
•

Road construction;

•

Temporary road realignments and diversions;

•

Working space to facilitate the safe construction;

•

Accommodation works and access roads;

•

Acquisition of severed plots; and

•

Other road engineering, safety and environmental considerations.
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Approximately 389 hectares (Ha) of land is included in the Motorway Order / Protected
Road Order / Service Area Order for the proposed road development. This area
includes approx. 54 hectares that is currently classified as road-bed and approx. 6
hectares classified as residential or commercial land. There is approx. 319 hectares
classified as agricultural land and facilities and approx. 10 hectares classified as other.
The proposed land acquisition is necessary for the construction, operation, and / or
maintenance of the proposed road development. The impact of land acquisition as a
result of the proposed road development is assessed in Chapter 15 (Material Assets
and Land – Agriculture) and Chapter 16.

4.16

Construction

4.16.1 Introduction
This section outlines the significant factors that need to be considered for the planning
of the construction phase of the proposed road development. While progress to
construction is dependent on both planning and funding approvals, the following is
presented on the basis of the assumption that these approvals would be in place.
4.16.2 Appointment of Contractor
The design of the proposed road development has been developed to a stage where
all potential environmental impacts can be identified, and a fully informed
environmental impact assessment can be carried out. It is likely that the proposed
road development will be constructed by a contractor appointed under a Design and
Build Contract (D&B). The contractor engaged will be responsible for finalising the
design of the proposed road development in compliance with the Employer’s
Requirements, including compliance with the requirements of the EIAR and Nature
Impact Statement (NIS) (including all mitigation measures) and any development
consent conditions. Minor modifications may be made to the current design at the
detailed design stage to avail of opportunities to improve the design in the light of
experience on the ground or other innovations. Any such minor modifications,
however, will not give rise to any impacts which are more significant than those already
identified and assessed in this EIAR.
4.16.3 Duration of the Works
It is likely that the construction of the proposed road development will be progressed
as a single construction contract with the construction phase potentially lasting
between 30 - 36 months (2.5 – 3 years).
4.16.4 Pre-Construction Works
Archaeological investigation works, including testing and any follow-on resolution
works, will be undertaken prior to the main works contract commencing on site. Preconstruction works are likely also to include targeted diversion of services / utilities
works, including electricity (particularly the high voltage overhead lines),
telecommunications, gas mains and water services. Due to the nature of some of the
diversions, a number of these service diversions will only be possible during the main
construction works. Advance tree clearance, hedgerow clearance and fencing
contracts may also be undertaken, dependant on the anticipated seasonal timing of
the award of the contracts.
Main Construction Works
The main construction works consist predominantly of the earthworks and road
pavement construction. The earthworks construction will involve the excavation and
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placement of materials, with blasting in rock cuttings, for the construction of cuttings
and embankments, as well as the hauling of materials and importation of materials to
complete the road formation and sub-formation. Materials for the road construction
will include materials that will be brought to site, including gravels and bituminous
pavement and surfacing materials. In addition to the earthworks and pavement
construction, the main activities will involve the following:
•

Drainage – the installation of pipes, culverts, surface water channels, filter drains,
ditches and attenuation ponds;

•

Structures – the construction of bridges, including their foundations, abutments
and the installation of precast beams and other reinforced concrete works, the
construction of retaining walls and piling works;

•

The diversion and construction of utilities and services;

•

Environmental mitigation including construction of noise bunds and barriers,
landscaping and habitat creation;

•

Ancillary roadworks including the installation of safety barriers, public lighting,
signage and road marking; and

•

Accommodation works for affected landowners, such as access roads,
entrances, fences, gates, walls, ducting and reconnection of severed services.

4.16.5 Traffic Management
In general, the 35km of proposed road development traverse green field sites and can
be constructed without significant impact on the existing main road network. However,
there are likely to be significant traffic management impacts on the tie-in sections at
end of the existing N21. At Rathkeale, approximately 1.5km of the existing N21 is
affected by online tie-ins and realignment as part of the proposed road development.
To the east of Adare up to Attyflin Junction, on-line widening from single carriageway
to motorway is required over approximately 2km of the existing N21. The proposed
junctions with the existing national roads, listed below, are also likely to create some
traffic management impacts.
Junctions
Impacts are expected at the tie-in points and junctions with the existing National
Primary and Secondary roads at:
•

Foynes Roundabout, including realignment of the N69 and Shannon-Foynes
Port access road;

•

Askeaton Roundabout at the junction of the existing N69 and R518 to the west
of Askeaton;

•

Rathkeale Junction, including the proposed Rathkeale Roundabout at the
intersection of the Foynes to Rathkeale and Rathkeale to Adare sections, and
the existing N21 linking to the existing R518 roundabout in Rathkeale;

•

The Croagh Junction and the Croagh Link Road Roundabout on the existing
N21;

•

The Adare Junction and the Adare Link Road Roundabout on to the existing N21;
and

•

The existing M20 / N21 Junction at Attyflin.

It is likely that significant temporary works and traffic management measures will be
required to facilitate the passage of traffic on the existing N21 and N69 at these
locations.
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N21 On-line Section
The section of the N21 east of Adare up to Attyflin Junction, that is to be constructed
on-line as a motorway, will require extensive traffic management. This will require the
switching of traffic lanes and use of hard shoulders in order that two-way traffic flow
can be maintained alongside the works. The duration of these on-line works, together
with the work required to the existing services, is estimated to be between 6 and 8
months.
Construction of this on-line section may require a combination of alternating temporary
traffic transitions from one side to the other. To undertake and install these transitions,
short term temporary diversions and one-way traffic working may be required.
Otherwise, two-way traffic will be maintained on this section, whenever possible, with
reductions to one-way traffic working permitted only at off-peak times, as agreed with
the Roads Authority and An Garda Síochána.
Side Roads and Bridges - Temporary Restrictions and Closures
Many of the existing National, Regional, and Local Roads intersecting the proposed
road development are proposed to be realigned as part of the works. Some side roads
will require temporary realignments and diversions to allow for the construction of new
bridges. An allowance within the lands to be acquired for the proposed road
development has been made, where required, to provide space for the temporary
diversion of traffic prior to work commencing on these realignments. When all of the
bridge works and associated roads works are complete, short periods of single lane
traffic working may be necessary to complete the tie-ins to the existing roads.
In cases where the proposed new road will cross above a side road on an underbridge, traffic management restrictions such as stop-go arrangements will be required
during construction of the foundations and sub-structures at each side of the road
crossing. During the erection of bridge beams over the public road, it will be necessary,
for safety reasons, to close these roads for several days, and traffic will be diverted on
the shortest available suitable detour route, as described in this EIAR and included in
Table 4.21, below. Coordination of such closures on roads in proximity will ensure that
the overall traffic disruption is minimised, and that simultaneous closures of roads are
avoided, so as not to compound the traffic impacts and unduly lengthen detour routes.
Where temporary road closures are required on National and Regional Roads, the
traffic detour routes will follow Regional and National Roads, and not Local Roads
(insofar as possible), which are generally too narrow to be suitable to cater for more
than small volumes of local traffic.
Details and indicative durations of the particular road diversions are included in Table
4.21. These traffic management measures are to be adhered to by the successful
Contractor, as part of the Works Requirements.
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Temporary Traffic Management and Road Diversions

Road Number &
Name

Mainline
Chainage

Construction Issues and Traffic
Management
Section A

A1

Existing N69
North at Foynes

1+000

Traffic management at tie-in, short term single
lane working

A2

Existing N69
South at Foynes

1+000

Traffic management at tie-in, short term single
lane working

A3

L-6188 ShannonFoynes Port
Access Road

1+000

Traffic management at tie-in, short term single
lane working

A4

Road Bridge over
N69 at
Robertstown

2+600

Temporary road closures for bridge beam
erection for up to 1 week. Traffic detour to south
via R521, R523, N21 & R518 through
Shanagolden, Ardagh and Rathkeale to
Askeaton over 30km distance. Co-ordinate not
to coincide with R518 closures: Ref C4.

A5

N69 Widening at
Robertstown

2+600

Traffic management for online widening of the
N69 at the existing river bridge with stop/go for
up to twelve months. Timed to be undertaken
once mainline is completed between Foynes
and Askeaton to allow for closures.

A6

L-6068 at
Robertstown

3+610

Road closed permanently early in the Works.
Detour via L-1222 at 1km to west.

A7

Cooper's Lane
(cul-de-sac
access to lands)

5+440

Traffic management until new diversion and
bridge is completed.
Section B

B1

L-1220 North at
Ballyclogh

10+080

Temporary road diversion with traffic
management at tie-in. Stop/go haul road
crossing for up to twelve months.

B2

L-6062 at
Ballyclogh

10+080

Temporary road diversion
management at tie-in

B3

Existing N69
West at Askeaton

11+965

Traffic management at tie-in, short term single
lane working

B4

Existing N69 East
at Askeaton

11+965

Traffic management at tie-in, short term single
lane working

B5

R518 at Askeaton

11+965

Traffic management at tie-in, short term single
lane working

with

traffic

Section C
C1

L-1220 South at
Ballyclogh

20+660

Stop/go haul road crossing for up to one year
and occasional night-time closures to facilitate
bridge construction works. Diversion from
Askeaton direction via L-1236 to Newbridge and
L-1222 to Creeves over 10km.

C2

L-1236 at
Ballynacaheragh

Ch. 22+563

Phased temporary road diversion beside
existing road with stop/go haul road crossing for
up to one year.
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Mainline
Chainage

Construction Issues and Traffic
Management

C3

L-1222 at
Graigeen

Ch. 26+535

Temporary road diversion beside existing road
with stop/go haul road crossing for up to one
year.

C4

R518 at Graigeen

Ch. 26+685

Stop/go haul road crossing for up to one year
and occasional night-time closures to facilitate
bridge construction works. Regional Traffic
detour to south and west via R518, N21, R523,
R521, and N69 through Rathkeale, Ardagh and
Shanagolden to Askeaton over 30km distance.
Local traffic detours via Cappagh on L-6021 and
L-1203. Co-ordinate not to coincide with N69
closures (Ref A4) and L-6132 (Ref C5).

C5

L-6132 at
Ballingarrane

Ch. 27+650

Stop/go haul road crossing for up to one year
and temporary closures to facilitate bridge
construction works. Detour 2.5km via Graigeen
Cross to the north, L-6021 and L-1203. Coordinate not to coincide with R518 closures: Ref
C4 or L-1203 closures: Ref. D2.
Section D

D1

N21 West at
Rathkeale

Ch. 50+000

Traffic management at tie-ins, short term single
lane working, temporary diversions and nighttime closures to facilitate construction works

D2

L-1203 at
Rathkeale

Ch. 50+185

Single Lane working and occasional closures
with temporary diversions to facilitate bridge
construction works. To be coordinated not to
coincide with closures of L-6132 nearby to
northwest.

D3

L-1248 at
Rathkeale

Ch. 50+200

Traffic management at tie-in, short term single
lane working

D4

L-6023 at
Blossomhill (North
of N21)

Ch. 51+530

Temporary road diversion alongside existing
road with traffic management at tie-ins.

D5

L-8027 at
Blossomhill &
Amogan Beg

Ch. 51+530

Permanent road diversions to L-6023 with traffic
management at tie-ins. Farm access track to be
maintained at crossing till underpass is
available.

D6

L-52309 at
Amogan Beg

Ch. 51+950

Temporary road closure for link to L-8027 to
north for up to 12 months with 0.3km diversion
to N21 to south.

D7

L-1421 at Croagh

Ch. 54+450

Temporary road diversion beside existing road
with traffic management at tie-in.

D8

Existing N21
West of Croagh
Junction

Ch. 55+590

Traffic management at tie-in. No single lane
restriction permitted.

D9

Existing N21 East
of Croagh
Junction

Ch. 55+590

Traffic management at tie-in. No single lane
restriction permitted.
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Mainline
Chainage

Construction Issues and Traffic
Management

D10

L-8026 at
Clonshire More

Ch. 56+170

Permanent road diversion over 1km via L-8025
with traffic management and stop/go haul road
crossing until new link to L-8025 is available.

D11

L-8025 at
Clonshire More

Ch. 56+505

Traffic management and stop/go haul road
crossing until bridge is completed.
Temporary road closure to facilitate bridge
construction works. Traffic detour to south and
west via N21 & L-1421 at Croagh over 8km
distance.

D12

L-8024 at
Gortnagrour

Ch. 57+665

Stop/go haul road crossing for up to one year.
Temporary duration road closure to facilitate
bridge construction works. Traffic detour to east
via N21 & L-1422 at Adare or to west via N21
and L-1421 at Croagh over 9.5km distance.

D13

L-1422
Blackabbey Road

Ch. 59+915

Stop/go haul road crossing for up to one year.
Temporary road closure to facilitate bridge
construction works. Local traffic detour via
Clonshire over 7km distance. HGV traffic detour
to west via N21 and L-1421 at Croagh over
17km distance.

D14

L-1423 Station
Road

Ch. 60+320

Temporary road diversion with traffic
management at tie-in. No road closure likely to
be required.

D15

Existing N21
West of Adare
Junction

Ch. 61+950

Temporary road diversion
management at tie-in.

with

traffic

D16

Existing N21 East
of Adare Junction

Ch. 61+950

Temporary road diversion
management at tie-in.

with

traffic

D17

L-1424 Kilgobbin
Road

Ch. 62+615

Stop/go haul road crossing for up to one year.
Temporary road closure to facilitate bridge
construction works. Traffic detour 7.5km long to
east via L-1427 near Patrickswell.

D18

L -1427 at
Rineroe

Ch. 63+000

Traffic management at tie-in with stop/go
working for short periods.

D19

Existing N21 at
Attyflin tie-in

Ch. 63+500

Traffic management, hard shoulder running with
occasional night- time contraflow for up to 12
months.

All temporary diversions, lane closures, one-way systems, signage and temporary
safety measures will be carried out in accordance with Chapter 8 of the Traffic Signs
Manual.
The traffic management plans, the diversions to be implemented and the interface
between the works and traffic will be the Contractor’s responsibility. The Contractor
will also be responsible for acquiring the necessary licensing and permissions for the
use of these roads with regard to temporary closures and traffic management.
Public information about traffic diversions will be made available on the website for the
proposed road development, where all proposed diversions will be posted. There will
be a public access telephone number, where specific traffic diversion details may be
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clarified by the Project Public Liaison Officer to be appointed for the duration of the
construction works by LCCC.
4.16.6 Construction Sections
The proposed road development is subdivided into four sections, as described earlier
(Section 4.5) and repeated in Table 4.22, below. The sections are generally defined
by the mainline roundabout junctions and tie-ins to the existing national road network.
Table 4.22
Section

Construction Sections
Segment

Reference Chainages

A

Foynes to Ballyclogh Junction

Ch. 1+000 – Ch. 7+320

B

Ballyclogh Junction to Askeaton

Ch. 10+000 – Ch. 11+940

C

Ballyclogh Junction to Rathkeale Junction

Ch. 20+000 - Ch. 29+260

D

Rathkeale Junction to Attyflin Junction east Ch. 50+000 – Ch. 65+500
of Adare

4.16.7 Construction Materials
The main materials that will be imported to / from the site or hauled within the site in
bulk are:
•

Earthworks, including topsoil, rock, capping materials, general cut and fill
material, peat and soft soils;

•

Pavement materials, including granular sub-base material and bituminous
pavement materials;

•

Concrete, both in-situ and precast units such as concrete bridge beams, cast insitu concrete safety barriers, pipes, culverts and headwalls; and

•

Other materials, including steel bridge sections, steel piles, fencing material,
plants, ducting, signage, steel safety barriers, noise barriers, etc.

4.16.8 Earthworks
Section 4.11 of this report outlines the existing ground conditions and proposals for
earthworks design, based on data obtained from the preliminary site investigations.
The earthworks quantities are based on the preliminary site investigations and are
indicative only, as actual conditions may differ slightly. Furthermore, during
construction and excavation works, additional details regarding the condition of the
materials may be established, which may lead to further minor refinement of the
earthworks design to optimise the overall cut and fill requirements for the proposed
road development.
The earthworks construction will be one of the most significant construction elements
of this proposed road development. Due to the surrounding topography and
requirements for drainage, long lengths of the proposed road development are
required to be constructed on embankments, while lengths of cuttings are limited. This
has resulted in a significant requirement for fill material. Two major on-site sources for
fill material have been identified at proposed cuttings at Mulderricksfield, in Section A,
and between Clogh and Graigue, in Section D. While these sources will meet part of
the deficit, importation of material from off-site sources will also be required.
The proposed road development involves the excavation and transportation of large
volumes of material excavated from within the site and from off-site sources. The
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volumes of materials involved will depend, to a certain extent, on the strategy adopted
for the construction of the earthworks. Section 4.11 contains further information on the
envisaged earthworks construction methods likely to be employed on the proposed
development.
Sourcing of Imported Earthworks Materials and Disposal of Waste
The deficit of material for the construction of the earthworks, and the need for stone to
establish haulage routes, will require quarried material to be sourced. There are a
number of commercial quarries in the vicinity of the proposed road development, which
may be utilised in the sourcing of this material including:
(i)

Joseph Hogan Ltd., Ballylin, Foynes, Co. Limerick, 10km north-west of
Rathkeale;

(ii)

Liam Lynch (Quarries) Ltd., Kilfinny, Co. Limerick, 12km east of Rathkeale; and

(iii)

Roadstone, Bunratty West, Newmarket On Fergus, Co. Clare, 45km from
Rathkeale and 30km from Adare.

There may be other suitable quarries, in addition to those identified above, that the
Contractor may select as the source for construction materials. Only those quarries
that conform to all necessary statutory consents may be used in the construction phase
by the appointed Contractor.
For whatever quarry source, or sources, utilised for the fill material to be imported to
the proposed road development, all will require suitable access routes for HGV traffic
from their sites to the suitable main road network, in accordance with their planning
approvals. The haulage route for access into the proposed road development has
been determined to be restricted to use of the national and regional roads that are
connected to the site, and other unsuitable local roads may not be used for such traffic.
In this context, traffic from all potential quarry sources as described above would have
no more adverse effect on general traffic than as assessed in Chapter 5 of this EIAR.
4.16.9 Construction Traffic
Site Access Routes
The haulage of materials to-and-from the site of the proposed road development will
create a significant temporary impact to both road users and to residents living along
the haul roads. It is proposed that access to the site for the mainline works will be
primarily off and along the following national and regional roads, at 7 locations, as
shown in Figure 4.69 in Volume 3:
•

N21 at three locations: (i) east of Adare, (ii) at Croagh and (iii) at Rathkeale;

•

N69 at three locations at (i) Foynes, (ii) Robertstown and (iii) Askeaton; and

•

R518 at Graigeen, north of Rathkeale.

For the River Maigue Bridge, a western access route will be required from the L-1423
(Station Road), just north of the village. Construction materials for the western part of
the bridge, including sections of bridge beams, will be delivered to the site along this
western access route through Adare village. This arrangement is necessary, as a
temporary bridge will not be provided across the River Maigue during construction,
because the span would be too long, and temporary supports will not be permitted
within the tidal zone of the river channel to accommodate a shorter span.
For the River Deel Bridge, the main construction approach will be from the south, off
the R518 at Graigeen, north of Rathkeale. A secondary access route will be required
from the north, through Askeaton and along the L-1423 (Station Road) for delivery of
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materials for the western abutment and pier. The main bridge beams can be delivered
from the eastern side, via the main access route from the R518 at Graigeen, and each
of the three spans can be progressively erected from east to west across the river.
Other than where described in this EIAR, general construction access will not be
permitted from Local Roads, other than for light vehicles for personnel to gain access
to bridge construction sites. HGVs will be required to use a temporary haul road along
the route of the proposed road development, from the nearest access point on a
National or Regional Road. The typical max. haul road distances will be up to 4km
from the nearest of the 7 site access points.
Where the haul roads cross public roads, the Contractor will be required to provide a
suitable temporary road pavement to withstand the loading of the construction traffic,
and to maintain the surface in a good condition during the works. Permanent
reinstatement of the public roads at these crossing points will provide a new road
pavement to replace the existing road over the full extents of the footprint of the
proposed road development, defined by the development boundaries.
Temporary bridge crossings may be provided across the smaller rivers along the
proposed road development, excluding the Maigue and Deel, to suit the earthworks
programme for the Contractor. Temporary protection measures will be required for
wildlife at these river crossings, including min. 600mm diameter pipes for mammal
passages on both banks. These bridges will enable the site haul roads to extend over
the rivers, so as to provide access to the earthworks sections between watercourses.
Construction Traffic
In general, materials excavated within the site will be hauled along the route of the
proposed road development between sections, without the need to use the public road
network. As such, the construction of River Deel Bridge will be key to hauling a modest
volume of earthworks materials, sourced at the cutting at Mulderricksfield / Barrigone,
to a portion of the embankment south of the River Deel, through to Graigeen, north of
Rathkeale in Section C. The Contractor will be prohibited from moving earthworks
materials sourced from within the site via the public road network.
Import of fill materials for embankments will be required, due to the earthworks deficit
within the proposed road development. Crushed rock for road foundations, pavement
materials, concrete, bridge beams and other items will also be transported to the site
via the National and Regional road network. An estimated 3.5 million tonnes of
materials will be imported to the site over the course of a 2.5 to 3-year construction
period. At an average 15 tonne load, this will generate 233,000 truck movements over
600 construction days (approx. 80% of the full construction period), equal to 390 twoway trips per day, or 780 total HGV movements per day. Over a 9-hour working day,
that is 87 HGVs per hour. For context, the current traffic (2018) on the N21 east of
Adare includes over 700 HGVs per day, so the additional construction traffic may add
12% to the average HGV traffic volumes. The operating hours for construction traffic
delivering bulk materials to site through Adare on the N21 will be restricted to cease at
16:00 on all days, and through weekends, to 07:00 on Mondays (or Tuesday, in the
case of a public holiday on a Monday), so as to minimise adding to general traffic
delays at peak periods.
Temporary crossing points will be required for each of the national, regional and local
roads crossed by the proposed road development. The crossings will require local
traffic management, in accordance with the issued Traffic Management Plan, Traffic
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Signs Manual and the Safety, Health & Welfare at Work (Construction) Regulations,
when required.
The additional construction traffic on the public road network has been estimated on
the following basis:
•

The entire proposed road development will be constructed in one phase;

•

The construction traffic is distributed over a construction period of 3 years;

•

Works will be undertaken on a five-day working week x 48 working weeks =
720 working days;

•

Construction traffic movements are based on one full load and one empty load
(i.e. two movements for each load of materials);

•

Pavement and concrete materials may be sourced from the quarries identified
in Section 4.16.8;

•

The transport of fill material will be through the site via haul roads, as well as
along the roads in close proximity to the site; and

•

The increase in traffic takes account of the additional trips required for the
transportation of all additional fill material, pavement and concrete materials.

4.16.10 Construction Compounds
Construction compounds will be required at numerous locations along the site of the
proposed road development to provide for storage of construction equipment and
materials, as well as for offices, parking and welfare facilities for staff. These
compounds will generally be located at the various access points from public roads,
and where bridges are to be constructed, including the larger bridges over rivers to be
crossed by the proposed road development.
The lands to be acquired for the proposed road development include lands which are
suitable for use as construction compounds at all of the necessary locations. A general
restriction will apply for all construction compounds not to be located within 100m of
any inhabited dwelling, so as to limit risk of noise nuisance impacts. The main
construction compound will be accommodated within the lands immediately west of
the proposed Rathkeale Junction, as shown in Plate 4.82.
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Main
Construction
Compound

Plate 4.82

Main Construction Compound Location

The main compound site will be up to 2.5 ha in size, and may include stores, offices,
materials storage areas, plant storage and parking for site and staff vehicles. This site
is likely to remain in place for the duration of the construction stage.
Smaller temporary sites, required for the construction of particular structures and
bridges, excavation and processing of materials, specialised earthwork construction
and at certain drainage areas may also be sited at various locations along the length
of the proposed road development.
The following areas have been identified as potential locations of site compounds:
•

Foynes HGV Rest Area (Ch 1+000);

•

Robertstown (Ch 2+760 to Ch 2+990);

•

Askeaton Tie in with N69 (Ch 11+400 to 11+650);

•

Croagh Junction (Ch 55+150 to 55+620);

•

Islandea (Ch 60+670 to Ch 60+870); and

•

Ardshanbally (Ch 61+800 to 62+050).

Impacts of such temporary sites have been assessed in this EIAR (refer to Chapter 6
(Population and Human Health), Chapter 7, Chapter 9, Chapter 10, Chapter 12 (Noise
and Vibration) and Chapter 13 (Air Quality and Climate)) and will be subject to the
control measures proposed in this EIAR in terms of dust control and noise, night-time
illumination and sediment run-off, including at night-time, etc. The storage of fuels,
other hydrocarbons and other chemicals within the construction compounds will
comply with the protection / mitigation measures described in this EIAR, the NIS and
the Environmental Operating Plan, as described below.
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4.16.11 Environmental Operating Plan
During the construction phase of the proposed road development, the works will
comply with all relevant legislation and guidelines that aim to reduce and minimise
environmental impacts. Construction-related impacts are generally of short-term
duration and localised in nature. These impacts will be reduced, as far as possible, by
complying with the mitigation measures outlined in this EIAR, the corresponding NIS,
construction industry guidelines, TII Environmental Construction Guidelines (outlined
below) and the Environmental Operation Plan, as described in this section.
An Environmental Operating Plan (EOP) has been developed for the proposed road
development in accordance with the TII Guidelines for the Creation and Maintenance
of an Environmental Operating Plan. It will be finalised by the successful Contractor
in agreement with LCCC and implemented by the Contractor throughout the duration
of the construction phase. The EOP for the proposed road development is to be
regarded as a comprehensive set of minimum environmental requirements for the
Contractor to adhere to during the construction phase, which address all pathways for
potential environmental and human health impacts as a result of the proposed works.
It also sets out the mitigation measures prescribed in the EIAR and / or NIS and the
mandatory measures (if any) stipulated in the conditions of the planning permission.
The best practice measures set out in the EOP will be informed by the relevant TII
guidelines, including but not limited to the following:
•

Guidelines for the Treatment of Badgers prior to the Construction of a National
Road Schemes;

•

Guidelines for the Treatment of Bats during the Construction of National Road
Schemes;

•

Guidelines for the Crossing of Watercourses during the Construction of National
Road Schemes;

•

Guidelines for the Testing and Mitigation of the Wetland Archaeological Heritage
for National Road Schemes;

•

Guidelines for the Protection and Preservation of Trees, Hedgerows and Scrub
Prior to, During and Post-Construction of National Road Schemes;

•

Guidelines for the Treatment of Air Quality During the Planning and Construction
of National Road Schemes;

•

Guidelines on the Management of Noxious Weeds on National Roads;

•

Guidelines for the Treatment of Noise and Vibration in National Road Schemes;

•

Guidelines for the Treatment of Otters Prior to the Construction of National Road
Schemes;

•

Guidelines for the Management of Waste from National Road Construction
Projects; and

•

Guidelines for the Creation, Implementation and Maintenance of an
Environmental Operating Plan.

This is a non-exhaustive list and relevant guidance current at the time of construction
will be followed.
At a minimum, the EOP will include the following, as they relate to the proposed works:
•

All environmental commitments / mitigation measures, as prescribed in the EIAR
and / or NIS and conditioned by the Competent Authority (An Bord Pleanála) or
any other statutory body (e.g. NPWS).
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•

Methodologies for the implementation of the above-stated environmental
commitments / measures, where required.

•

A list of all applicable environmental statutory requirements, the corresponding
legislation, and a methodology for documenting compliance with same.

•

Methodologies by which construction work will be managed to avoid, reduce or
remedy potential adverse impacts on the environment.

The EOP has been appended to this EIAR as Appendix 4.1 in Volume 4 of this EIAR.
As can be seen, the EOP will include a number of sub sections which identify the
approach in respect of the following for the construction stage of the proposed road
development, as follows:
•

Construction, Erosion and Sediment Control;

•

Construction and Demolition Waste Management;

•

Incident Response; and

•

Invasive Species Management.

Construction, Erosion and Sediment Control
Measures in relation to construction, erosion and sediment control have been included
within the EOP. This section includes details under the following headings, as relevant
to the protection of watercourses:
•

Details of chemical / fuel storage areas (including location and bunding to contain
runoff of spillages and leakages);

•

Details of construction plant storage, temporary offices and on-site chemical
toilet areas;

•

Traffic Management Plan (to be developed in conjunction with the LCCC Roads
Section) including details of routing of network traffic; temporary road closures;
temporary signal strategy; routing of construction traffic; programme of vehicular
arrivals; on-site parking for vehicles and workers; road cleaning; other traffic
management requirements;

•

Truck wheel wash details (including measures to reduce and treat run-off);

•

Dust management to prevent nuisance (demolition and construction);

•

Site run-off management;

•

Noise and vibration management to prevent nuisance (demolition and
construction);

•

Landscape management;

•

Management of demolition of all structures and assessment of risks for same;

•

Lighting details (construction and operation);

•

Signage;

•

Stockpiles;

•

Procedures and method statements for;
o

Demolition and removal of buildings, services, pipelines (including risk
assessment and disposal);

o

Diversion of services;

o
o

Excavation and blasting (through soils and bedrock);
Piling;
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o

Construction of pipelines;

o

Temporary hoarding and lighting;

o

Borrow Pits and location of crushing plant;

o
o

Storage and Treatment of peat and soft soils;
Deposition of surplus geological material (peat, soils, rock etc);

o

Protection of watercourses from contamination and silting during
construction; and

Site Compounds, layouts and protective measures.

All of the mitigation measures, controls, requirements, procedures, etc., included in
this plan will be implemented in full and will ensure that sediment laden run-off from
the construction site does not enter watercourses or water bodies. The section sets
out the minimum requirements that must be adhered to by the Contractor. Any
alternative measures that may be incorporated at the construction stage will be
required to provide at least the same, or, a better standard of protection. The contract
documents for the proposed road development will also place an obligation on the
construction Contractor to further develop this section to include any additional
requirements stipulated by An Bord Pleanála.
Construction and Demolition Waste Management
Measures for dealing with the treatment, storage and recovery or disposal of waste is
also included within the EOP. These measures, which will be further developed by the
successful Contractor, shall be detailed, for the on-site management and treatment of
waste materials, and will include (at a minimum) the following:
•

Details of construction site waste storage (e.g. skips, bins, containers) to be
provided for different waste streams and waste collection times;

•

Details of where and how particular materials are to be disposed of (i.e. landfill
or other appropriately licensed waste management facility);

•

Details of storage areas for waste materials and containers;

•

Details of how unsuitable excess materials will be disposed of, where necessary;
and

•

Details of how and where hazardous wastes (hydrocarbons and other classes of
hazardous waste substances) are to be stored and disposed of in a suitable
manner.

Incident Response
A section on Incident Response will also be included in the EOP, which will describe
the procedures, lines of authority and processes that will be followed in the event of an
incident on site (e.g. spillage during construction stage), to ensure that incident
response efforts are prompt, efficient, and appropriate to particular circumstances.
The primary objectives of this section are to:
•

Minimise any impacts to the environment and to ensure protection of water
quality and the aquatic species dependant on it;

•

Ensure the health and safety of workers and visitors along the site;

•

Protect property and operations at the proposed site and to minimise the impact
on the continuity of business; and,

•

Establish procedures that enable personnel to respond to incidents with an
integrated multi-departmental effort and in a manner that minimises the
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possibility of loss and reduces the potential for affecting health, property and the
environment.
Invasive Species Management
Measures to ensure that there is no potential for the introduction or spread of invasive
species during construction are outlined in the EOP, to be implemented by the
Contractor. These include biosecurity measures and guidance for the importation of
materials.
Implementation of the EOP
It will be a condition of the Contract for the construction of the proposed road
development that the successful Contractor fully implement the EOP throughout the
works. To oversee the implementation of the EOP, the Contractor will be required to
appoint a responsible Site Environmental Manager (SEM) to ensure that the
environmental commitments (as described above) and the EOP are fully executed for
the duration of works, and to monitor whether the mitigation measures employed are
functioning properly (i.e. are effectively addressing the environmental impact(s) which
they were prescribed for).
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